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Executive Summary
Deliberate running of red lights at intersections is a significant factor contributing to nearly one
million motor vehicle crashes at traffic signals each year. 1 In Florida alone, red light ruruting
caused more than 11,600 crashes, 121 deaths and 16,000 injwies in 1996.2 Employing
traditional engineering and enforcement methods such as ensuring proper signal timing,
removing unwarranted signals and police enforcement can reduce red light ruruting. However,
fmancial constraints and logistical problems make it difficult and dangerous to enforce the Jaw at
the hundreds of intersections in urban areas.
·
Automated photo enforcement, using red light cameras, provides an innovative approach for
compliance with traffic control devices. Red light cameras connected to the traffic signal system
and the loop detectors bwied in the pavement continuously monitor the intersection and produce
photographic evidence of vehicles whose drivers run red lights. Red light cameras generally take
two pictures of each violation, one just as the vehicle enters the intersection and the second when
the vehicle is in the middle of the intersection.
Across the U.S., and in Florida, new state laws and subsequent amendments to local ordinances
are required to implement automated photo enforcement projects. These legal issues are
complex and need to address liability aspects, citation fmes, and equitable distribution of
revenues to various agencies involved. People may also have concerns over a loss in privacy,
especially if frontal photography is needed.
Significant investments are necessary to implement this technology. They include acquiring
cameras, installation of new loops, and public awareness campaigns. A well planned and
focussed public awareness and information campaign is essential for the success of photo
enforcement projects. Involvement of various community, traffic safety, and automobile
agencies such as Community Traffic Safety Teams, Senior Citizen Groups, and AAA would help
in convincing the community. Additionally, these projects can be cost neutral as the fines can
pay for the program.
Interest on red light camera systems is growing rapidly among state agencies and local
governments. A number of automated photo enforcement projects are being implemented in
various states/cities including Arizona, Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, New York, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco. The results from various evaluation studies are promising,
indicating significant reductions in red light violation rates as well as considerably improved
awareness of the problem, after the implementation of photo enforcement programs.
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Richard Ren:ing et at., Evaluation of red light camera enforcement in Oxnard, California, Insurance Institute for

Highway Safety.
' Tallahassee Democrat, 01/07/98.
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1.0

Introduction

Rwming red lights is one of the leading causes of accidents in urban areas. Nationwide, 22
percent of all collisions in 1996 were due to the driver's disregard for the traffic control devices 3
In Florida alone, red light running caused more than 11,600 accidents, 121 deaths, and 16,000
injuries in 1996.4 This problem goes largely unchecked due to the inability of law enforcement
to adequately patrol hundreds or even thousands of intersections in an urban area. A new
method, the use of red light photo enforcement cameras, is being implemented to enforce traffic
laws by automatically photographing vehicles whose drivers run red lights.

The objective of this study is to examine various issues concerning the usage of red light photo
enforcement cameras and their use in several cities in the U.S. and to examine their potential use
in Florida. This study explores various legislative issues concerned with automated photo
enforcement; technical details of red light cameras; advantages; disadvantages, and issues of the
use of this technology; and different application methods.

1.1

Red Light Running and its Impact

Throughout the U.S., red light running has been increasingly recognized as a serious safety
concern. The Insurance lnstirute for Highway Safety reports that running traffic contrOl devices
like red lights is one of the most frequent causes of crashes in urban areas.s Generally, red light
offense occurs when a motorist illegally enters an intersection after the light has turned red (there
are exceptions, such as turning right, see Section 1.3). However, motorists inadvertently caught
in the intersection when waiting to tum are not red light runners. It is the responsibility of
motorists to adjust their driving behavior to suit the weather and road conditions. As stated
earlier, 121 fatalities in Florida resulted from drivers running red lights in 1996, and drivers
running red lights in Tallahassee caused two deaths and 246 injuries in 1997. It was estimated

~

Ge-rald Ensley: Tallahassee Democrat, ln/98; and Personal communication with George Ferris, Former Chief-Polk
County Communi!)' Traffic Safe!)' Team.
'Gerald Ensley, Tallahassee Democra~ 117/98.
$ Retting et al, "Red Light Running and Sensible Countenneasures: Summary of Research Findings." Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety>1996.
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that the annual number of red light violations on the streets of San Francisco was approximately
3.5 million. 6 A study conducted at a busy intersection in Arlington County, Virginia, found that
a motorist ran a red light every 12 minutes. 7 The situation was found to be even worse during
peak commuting hours. It has been estimated that the accidents due to red light running cost
about $7 billion a year in the U.S.8

1.2

Counter Measures for Reducing Red Light Running

Various countermeasures are available to solve the red light running problem. Some can be
categorized as engineering measures that provide operational solutions, such as ensuring proper
signal timing or removing an unwarranted signal, and as enforcement techniques that are aimed
at changing the behavior of the drivers such as traditional police enforcement. This section
describes some of the countermeasures that could be used to curb red light running.

1.2.1

Adjusting the SigDa! Timing

Substantial portions of motor vehicle crashes in the U.S. occur at intersections controlled by
traffic signals. This phenomenon has been found to be more prevalent in urban areas, as the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration showed that 39 percent of fatal crashes at urban
intersections occurred at traffic signals in 1991.9 The length of the change interval or clearance
interval at the intersections has been found to be one of the factors influencing red light
violations.
The change interval consists of a steady yellow signal indicating an imminent change in the
signal, and this may be followed by an all-red phase during which the traffic approaching the
intersection in all directions is required to stop. Past research has found that indecision of the
drivers in predicting the phasing of the yellow interval and their inability to come to full stop
• Bond M. Vee and Jack L. fleck, San francisco Red Light Camera Enforcement Program.
' Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.

'The Orlando Sentinel. 12128197.
Rett:ing et al., "[nfluence of Traffic Signal Timing on Red Light Running and PotentiaJ Vehicle Conflicts at Urban
Intersections". Transportation Research Board. 1997.
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when the signal changes to red, results in crashes. Generally, the type and duration of change
intervals is selected by following standards specified by The Manual on Uniform Control
Devices (MUTCD), which indicates that a yellow interval in the range of 3 to 6 seconds is
sufficient for normal speeds. In a study conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, researchers concluded that increasing yellow signal length may decrease late exits and
reduce potential vehicle conflicts and, hence, might reduce motor vehicle crash rates.

1.2.2 Removal of Unwarranted Traffic Signals
The researchers at the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety found that red light running and
intersection crashes might occur due to the traffic signals maintained at intersections v.1th very
low volumes. A study done on low volume intersections by Kay et al. in 1980 reports reductions
in crashes and injuries after conversion from signal controls to stop sign control. Another crash
analysis (Persaud et al.) done in 1996 reported an overall crash reduction of 24 percent at low
volume intersections after the removal of signals.
1.2.3 Traditional Enforcement
Enforcing various traffic laws, such as signal violation, in accordance with the respective laws
can also reduce red light violations. Traditional enforcement requires a law enforcement officer
to observe a red light violation and then chase, stop, and cite the violator. This process can be
very difficult, because the police officer must see the same signal phase that the violator sees in
order to cite the violator. It can also endanger motorists, pedestrians, and officers, because the
officers would also have to run the red light to catch the violators. Apart from safety issues, the
financial and manpower resources required to enforce traffic laws at multiple intersections by
traditional methods are enormous.
Safety consequences and the large volume of signalized intersection red light violations mean
police may not be able to enforce the Jaw; therefore, the automation of this enforcement activity
may prove particularly attractive to many cities. Red light camera enforcement is being used in
several sites in the United States, and it can change driver behavior towards red light running if

3

conducted in conjunction with a widespread public awareness campaign, as reported in several
studies. 10

1.3

Legal Issues AssO<:iated witb Red Light Running and Red Ligbt Cameras

Running red lights is against the law and can be extremely dangerous. In Florida, this offense is
treated as a moving violation, and offenders are issued traffic citations accordingly. Florida
Statutes 316.075(3) and 316.076(1), and the Florida Driver's Handbook specifically outline the
requirements of drivers as they encounter a red light situation. Some of the enabling state
legislation aspects will be discussed in the later part of this section. However, special laws are
necessary to allow the use of cameras to catch red light runners. Several states have amended
their laws accordingly, and, as of today, Florida does not allow the use of cameras.

1.3.1

Florida Statutes 316.075 (3)

This statute stipulates the required obedience by vehicular traffic whenever a steady red light is

used in a traffic sign or signal
Steady red indication
(a) Vehicular traffic facing a steady red signal shall stop before entering the crosswalk
on the near side of the intersection or, if none, then before entering the intersection and
shall remain standing until a green indication is shown; however:
1. The driver of a vehicle which is stopped at a clearly marked stop line, but if none,
before entering the crosswalk. on the near side of the intersection, or, if none then at the
point nearest the intersecting roadway where the driver has a view ofapproaching traffic
on the intersecting roadway before entering the intersection in obedience to a steady red
signal may make a right tum, but shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians and other
traffic proceeding as directed by the signal at the intersection, except that municipal and
county authorities may prohibit any such right turn against a steady red signal at ai'IJI

Rening et al.l "Evaluation of Red Light Camera Enforcement in Oxnard, California" and "Follow·up Surveys
done on Tempe & Mesa residents", Summit Group.
Jt>
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intersection, which prohibition shall be effoctive when a sign giving notice thereof is
erected in a location visible to traffic approaching the intersection.
2. The driver of a vehicle on a one-way street that intersects another one-way street on
which traffic moves to the left shall stop in obedience to a steady red signal, but may then
mafre a left turn into the one-way street, but shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians
and other traffic proceeding as directed by the signal at the imersection, except that
municipal and county authorities may prohibit any such left turn as described. which
prohibition shall be effective when a sign giving notice thereof is attached to the traffic
control signol device at the intersection.
(b) Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as provided ins. 316.0755,

pedestrians facing a steady red signal shall not enter the roadway.

1.3.2

Florida Statutes 316.076 (1)

This statute stipulates the required obedience by vehicular traffic whenever an illwninated
flashing red or yellow light is used in a traffic sign or signal
FLASHING RED (STOP SIGNAL). -When a red lens is illuminated with rapid
intermittent flashes, drivers of vehicles shall stop at a clearly mar/red stop line, but if
none, before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection, or if none, then
at the point nearest the intersecting roadway where the driver has a view of approaching
traffic on the intersecting roadway before entering the intersection, and the right to
proceed shall be subject to the rules applicable after making a stop at a stop sign.

Chapter 4 (Signals, Signs, and Pavement Markings) in Florida Driver's Handbook says drivers
must
Come to a complete stop at the marked stop line or before moving into the crosswalk or
intersection. After stopping, you may turn right on red at most intersections if the way is
clear. Some intersections display a NO TURN ON RED sign, which you must obey. Left
turns on redfrom a one-way street into a one-way street are also allowed.

5

Currently, drivers committing red light violations are issued citations for the offense of Florida
statute 316.074( I). 11 This offense is treated as a moving violation, and the State has assessed a
fine of $60 for each of these moving violations. Furthermore, counties may also include some
administrative fees. For example, Hillsborough County imposes an administrative floe of $30,
bringing the total fme to $90. Additionally, the State assesses three points to the license status of
every driver convicted of a moving violation. 12
The traditional method of police enforcement of traffic laws in urban areas has not been entirely
effective, as evidenced by the increasing magnitude of problem. Large amounts of resources are
necessary to deploy patrolling officers at all the intersections. Apart from funding problems,
enforcement of red light running may also create some safety problems. These violations may
also require chasing a red light runner through a red light, thereby endangering the lives of
officers, motorists, and the pedestrians.

Technology now exists to automatically identify red light runners. Special high speed and highresolution cameras receive vehicle location information from loops embedded in tbe pavement
and the signal timing box. When a vehicle passes over the loops and into the intersection after
the light has turned red, pictures (usually two) are taken of the vehicle and its license plate. The
time of day, length of the time after the light has turned red, and the vehicle speed are all
imprinted on the photographs. Based on these photographs, citations can be mailed to the
motorists.
Several cities and states in U.S. have been involved in implementation of red light camera
programs. New York and Los Angeles were the first two cities to implement red light programs.
As the knowledge and awareness on the technology grow, several states such as California,

Virginia, Maryland, Arizona, and North Carolina, are in the process of implementing such

11

Florida Statute 316.074 (1) Obedience to qndrequired trqffic control devicp: The dt-ivtr ofO"}' vehicle shall
obey the instfllctions ofany officio/ traffic comrol device applicable thereto, placed in accordance with the
provisions of this ,hopter, un/t.$s otherwise directed by a police officer, subject to the exceptions grtmted the
driver ufan authorized emergent:y vehicle in this chapter.
1
~ Convusations with HHJsborough County Sherifts Office and the UniveJ$ity of South Florida Police.
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programs. A few other places like Ft. Meade in Florida and Arlington in Virginia carried out
experiments with the concept by issuing warning letters to violators.
Existing Florida laws•> do not permit the use of red light enforcement cameras, and new laws
would be required to allow the local authorities to use red light cameras for law enforcement
purposes. The laws are necessary to cite the red light runners by mail and to issue a ticket
without a law enforcement officer witnessing the infraction. The legislation would make the
registered owner/operator of the vehicle responsible for the violation, establishing a presumption
that the owner is the vehicle driver at the time of offense. The legislation should also provide a
procedure under which the registered owner/operator of a vehicle may establish that the vehicle
was under the control of another person at the time of offense, and this other person would be

fined.
In this direction, Florida Legislature will be discussing a bill (hbl479 cl) introduced in March
1997 by State Rep. John Cosgrove, during the 1998 legislative session. This bill, if passed,
would allow police officers to ticket red light runners through the mail based on the evidence
produced by automated enforcement. It also authorizes county or municipality to enact an
ordinance that provides for use of detector to enforce steady red light traffic signal and requires
public notice prior to use of said detector.
Depending upon the respective state laws, red light running violations photographed by cameras
can be handled in one of the three ways described below:
!. The registered owner is charged witb a traffic violation, but he/she can contest the

citation by filing an affidavit swearing that he/she was not driving at the time of
violation.
2. The registered owner is issued a parking citation and is responsible for the violation
without regard to who is driving at the time offense.
3. The driver is charged with a moving violation, if sufficiently identified. Drivers are
idi.ntified by obtaining clear photographs of both the driver and license plate. If the
vehicle's driver cannot be identified, then the registered owner is charged, and his/her
n Some stares amended their old laws in order to pennit the use of red light tameras
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failure to pay the fine or identify the driver (if the registered owner was not the
driving the vehicle at the time of violation) will bold up registration of the vehicle.
(This method is used in California and Arizona).

In the first and second cases, the need for frontal photography (to identify the drivers) would not
be necessary, removing the potential concern over driver's right to privacy. Virginia, Maryland,
and North Carolina do not require frontal photography as the citations are issued to the registered
owners and the owners have the right to challenge citations.

In New York City, red light

violations are treated like parking violations in which the registered owner is responsible for the
violation without any regard to who is driving the vehicle at the time of violation, and, hence,
frontal photography is not needed.

California and Arizona passed legislation requiring that photo enforcement of red light violations
fully identify the driver of the car. These laws mandated that the automated photo enforcement
system must obtain clear photograph of the vehicle's license plate as well as the driver. In such a
case, frontal photography becomes essential, making automated photo enforcement more
complex.

1.4

North Carolina's State Law on Red Light Cameras

The General Assembly ofNonh Carolina passed an act (S.L.l997-216 and Senate Bill 741) in its
1997 session to authorize local governments to use photographic evidence images as prima facie
evidence of a traffic violation. It defined a traffic control photographic system as an electronic
system consisting of a photographic, video, or electronic camera and a vehicle sensor installed to
work in conjunction with an official traffic control device to automatically produce photographs,
video, or digital images of each vehicle violating a standard traffic control statute or ordinance.

This act also made the owner of the vehicle responsible for a violation wtless the owner can
.
furnish evidence the vehicle was, at the time of the violation, in the care, custody, or control of
another person. This statute states that a violation detected by a traffic control photographic
system shall be deemed as a

non~riminal

violation for which a civil penalty of $50 shall be

8

assessed.

Subsequently, an ordinance has been made amending the Charlotte City Code

allowing the use of cameras at the intersections to catch red light runners. (See Appendix B for a
complete text of the legislation.)

1.5

California's State Law on Red Light Cameras

Following the success of photo enforcement at railroad crossings in Los Angeles County,
California enacted a law in 1996 authorizing red light photo enforcement. This law stipulated
that a clear photograph of the driver and license plate are needed to issue a violation. Once the
camera captures the driver's image, and if the driver of the vehicle is sufficiently identified,
drivers are charged with the violation. Otherwise, a citation is sent to the registered vehicle
owner under the presumption that the driver is generally the owner. Failure to pay the fine or
identify the driver (if the registered owner was not the driving the vehicle at the time of
violation) will hold up registration of the vehicle. During the initial study period, the violators
were penalized with a standard fine of$104 and, subsequently, the state assembly increased the
fine for motorists who run red lights to $270 and allocated half of the increase to city or county
where the violation occurs. (See Appendix B for a complete text of the legislation.)

2.0

Red Light Camera Technology

This section describes red light camera technology, including its components, functionality,
outputs, manufacturers, installation and maintenance issues; reliability and accuracy aspects, and
costs assoeiated with the cameras. Red light cameras (see Figures 1 & 2) generally take two
pictures of each violation, one just as the vehicle enters the intersection and another when the
vehicle is in the middle of the intersection. On both photographs, violation data such as date,
time, seconds into the red phase, lane number, and the location of the violation are imprinted.
These cameras are capable of operating on a 24-hour basis and under adverse weather conditions
without any interruption. A light flash (of about 150-200\V) allows the cameras to operate at
night without blinding drivers with a flash.

9

Figure 1. Red Light Camera (Picture 1).

Figure 2. Red Light Camera (Picture 2)

Figure 2 shows the red light camera at two different positions on the supporting pole or bar.
These systems are equipped with mechanical gears or bearings so the cameras can be lowered or
raised to different locations on the bar. This arrangement is useful for maintenance and repair

10

purposes. As the loading and unloading of the film has to done manually, this saves a lot of time
and also resources. Figure 3 shows some more examples of pole mounted cameras.
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Figure 3. Examples of Pole Applications with Red Light Cameras.

Cameras often are installed at multiple locations at each intersection, as shov.n in Figure 4, to
photograph the violating vehicles and, if required by the state laws, the vehicle drivers (as in the

II

case of California and Arizona}. Red light cameras installed and connected to traffic signal
systems (loops and signal boxes} monitor the traffic in each lane approaching the intersection.
Often, the cameras will not have any power except during the red phase for the direction being
monitored. Red light cameras generally take two pictures (Photo 'A' and Photo 'B' - see Figures
4 & 5) of each violation. The camera is triggered and first photograph (Photo 'A') will be taken
when any vehicle passes over the sensors at a specified elapsed time and at a certain speed after
the signal has turned red. Another photograph (Photo 'B') shows the vehicle in the middle of the
intersection.

NO<e: Photo ··A" is taken prior to

violation line and Photo "8"shows
vehicle i.n l.be intersection after
violation

Optioaslloo(n

Camera cakio&:
photographs of licetl$e

Loops

Optional Camera tJ:ki:nc

photographs of drivers (frontal
pbotognphy)

pLates

Figure 4. Location or Red Light Cameras at an Intersection.
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........

Figure 5. Photographs taken by a Red light Camera.

Upon the review of the photographic evidence and depending upon the state law requirements,
citations (see Figure 6) are issued by mail to either vehicle owners or to drivers at the time of the
offense.

(Note: Pictures of red light cameras presented in this section have been based or

sourced from the web pages/brochures of American Traffic Systems, USPTI and MultaStar.)

Various manufacturers are involved in the development of red light camera technology. They
include American Traffic Systems based in Arizona, U.S. Public Technologies from California,
Digital Red Light Camera System from Israel, REDFLEX Traffic Systems based in California,
andAVL4R Inc from Texas.
The majority of these systems use conventional wet film photography, although there is one
experimental site (Howard County, Maryland) using digital images. Wet film technology has
been the preferred method since any tampering with the film is easily detected and these cameras
offer higher resolution. However, using digital cameras are improving in resolution and vendors
are developing methods to ensure there is no opportunity to tamper with the digital image. (See
Appendix A for brochures from different vendors.)
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3.0

Red Light Camera Usage in the U.S.

Red light cameras are being proposed or are now used for law enforcement purposes at several
places in the United States, including New York City; Los Angeles, San Francisco, Oxnard,
Poway, El Cajon, and Beverly Hills, California; Scottsdale, Tuscon, and Mesa, Arizona;
Charlotte, North Carolina; and Fairfax, Virginia.

Several other communities, including

Arlington, Virginia; Jackson, Michigan; City of North Miami, 14 Florida; and Polk County,
Florida,15 are experimenting with the cameras to issue warning notices to vehicle owners. This
section briefly describes the San Francisco red light enforcement project and Polk County's red
light photo enforcement pilot project.

3.1

San Francisco's Red Light Camera Enforcement Program

3.1.1

Legal Aspects

Following a tragic and a hig)lly publicized accident caused by somcrone running a red light at an
intersection close to San Francisco State University in October 1994, City officials in San
Francisco initialized a pilot project to study the use of red light cameras. In June 1995, the
County Transportation Authority approved funding for a pilot project using three vendors to
install cameras at two intersections each.
As the pilot project began, the State Legislature amended the California Vehicle Code in 1996
(SB833) to allow the use of red light cameras to identifY red light runners. The State law
requires full identification of the driver of the car. Once the camera captures a red light
violator's image, the vendor mails the citations (carrying a fine of$104 and one point against the
driver's license) signed by the police department to the registered owners under the presumption
that the registered owners are typically the drivers. If the accused desites to contest the ticket,
they can schedule a court hearing. The accused also can view the photographs by scheduling a
time with the Municipal Court.

This project did noc go beyond the concept srage.
I$ This pilot project ended in 1996.

1
'
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3.1.2 Financial Aspects
The San Francisco Transportation Authority appropriated $250,000 from sales tax collections to
cover start-up costs (installation of loops, conduits, etc.), project management and oversight, and
interim studies throughout the project. Eaeh vendor was provided with $30,000 per intersection
to cover the installation of cameras. For each $I 04 fine levied, San Francisco County receives
$46.50. From these funds, the vendors receive $17.50 per paid citation to cover the cost of
cameras, film developing and citation processing costs, statistical and data analysis, and followup court liaison and support as necessary. However, the Pilot Program bas found that the $17.50
is inadequate to fund a full-scale program. 1n October 1997, the Governor signed into law AB
1191, which increased the fine for red light violation to $270. Table I shows the distribution of
fine and assessment amounts mandated by AB 1191.

Table 1. Distribution of Fine and Assessment Amonnts Mandated by AB 1191
Distribution of Fine

Amount (S)
5.40

Violations in

State Trial Court Implementation Fund

incorporated

City general fund

79.38

areas

State penalty assessment

68.60

County penalty assessment

48.02

City and County shares

68.60
Total 270.00
5.40

Violations in

State Trial Court Implementation Fund

unincorporated

City general fund

79.38

areas

State Penalty assessment

68.60

County penalty assessment

48.02

County share of base fine

68 .60
Total 270.00

The City of San Francisco recently awarded a new, expanded red light photo enforcement project
to US Publ.ic Technologies lnc (USPTI). This project will include 34 intersections outfitted with
all the hardware and will integrate portable equipment units to be rotated from.one intersection to
another. The details of this agreement are still under negotiation, but the vendor will be paid a
16

flat monthly fee plus a per citation fee. The violator's fines are now such that they will fully
fund this project.

3.1.3 Vendor Aspects
In June 1995, the County Transportation Authority selected three vendors to install cameras at
two intersections each.

Two vendors Electronic Data Systems (EDS) and USPTI installed

cameras at four intersections. A third vendor, also assigned two locations, dropped out of the
program. Eventually, EDS also pulled out of the project, and USPTI completed the installation
of cameras at all the four intersections in January 1997. The following section describes the
USPTI technology used in the pilot project.

3.1.4 Tecbnological Aspects
The red light camera system 16 (see Figure 7) consists of two parts. Its core is the integrated
portable enforcement unit that can be moved from one intersection to another. This unit consists
of a computer, a high·speed camera, a flash, a digital loop signal processor, and an optional
memory card system. The fixed part of the system, dedicated to a single intersection, has wiring
and detection loops installed in the roadway and a bullet-resistant cabinet mounted on a hinged
pole. Approximately 80 percent of the system's cost is in the portable enforcement unit, which
can be effectively rotated among as many as I 0 traffic intersections.

These cameras are activated only when a vehicle is detected entering the intersection after the
traffic signal bas turned red. Cameras are capable of taking two photographs: first when the
vehicle enters the intersection, and again approximately 1.5 seconds later. These pictures show
the vehicle's illegal progression through the intersection. Each photograph includes a data box
containing the date and location of the violation, the speed of the vehicle, the length of the
yellow phase of the signal preceding the violation, and the precise number of seconds the signal
was red prior to the vehicle entering the intersection. The driver's face, the vehicle and the
license plate, and other visible environmental conditions are shown in each photograph.

14

The information on USPTI Red Light Cameras discussed in 1his report is based on the brochures provided by
USPTl and conversations with USPTI personnel.

17

Figure 7. Red Light Camera used in tbe San Francisco Pilot Project.

3.1.5 Political and Public Support/Awareness Aspects
The key political decision-makers associated with the pilot project, such as the Mayor and the
Board of Supervisors, were very supponive and provided coordinated effons to make the project
successful. The project received widespread community suppon from groups such as the Senior
Action Network and the San Francisco Pedestrian Safety Coalition who have worked with
Department of Parking and Traffic in suppon of automated photograph enforcement. The media
also played a major role in disseminating the information on new technologies to the public.

Though it is too early to determine the effectiveness of the red light camera technology in terms
of a reduction in the number of accidents, the red light enforcement program statistics (see Table
2} provided by the City of San Francisco show that red light running was reduced by more than
40 percent at the four intersections in the frrst six months of the automated photo enforcement
program (November 1996 to April 1997). According to a recently released press release from
the City of San Francisco on collision data, collisions resulting from infractions related to traffic
control devices dropped by about 10 percent in 1997, the year after the installation of red light
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cameras.

11

This encouraged the City to expand the project to another 34 intersections. However,

no information is available on the attitudinal survey that was supposed to be conducted to
ascertain the public perceptions towards the pilot project.

Table 2. Red Light Enfo...,ement Program Statistics

1,362
Division. City and County of San Francisco.

3.2

Polk County's Red Light Pilot Project18

Polk County, FJ, conducted one of the first demonstration projects showcasing automated photo
enforcement technology.

The project consisted of installation of red light cameras at an

intersection in Lakeland, Haines City, Fort Meade, and Bartow. Apart from the installation of
these four red light cameras, the project also included continuous video monitoring of some
intersections. Conceived in the year I993, and implemented in September I 994, this pilot project
was one of the earliest experiments conducted on red light cameras in the United States. The
main goals of the project were to test the various camera technologies developed by vendors, and
to ascertain the impacts of automated photo enforcement on red light running, if any. The
following sub-sections describe some issues associated with this project.

11

Conversation with Bridget Smith, Red Light Photo Enforcement Project Manager. City of San Francisco.

*The section on fort Meade's pilot project is based mostly on the information provided by George Ferris~ who was

1

the project leader and also the Chief of Polk County Communjty Traffic Safety Team.
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3.2.1

Legal Aspects

In the absence of any state law allowing the use of cameras to cite red light violators in Florida,
no citations were issued, but warning letters were sent This did not evoke much interest or
response from the community as there are no provisions for fines. However, some commercial
corporations responded, saying that they appreciated the information and that their drivers would
be reprimanded.
3.2.2 Financial Aspects

The pilot project v.oas federally funded, with more than $150,000 of support the from Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). The County rented the camera equipment from different
vendors (see section 4.2.3) and also paid them to install the cameras. However, one vendor
(Aviar Inc.,) installed equipment at its own expense.
The Polk County Community Traffic Safety Team (CTST) was the lead agency the project.
CTSTs involve a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, and multi-jurisdictional approach to solving
safety problems within a community such as a county, a portion of a county, multiple counties,
or any other jurisdictional arrangement.

Formed with representatives from the disciplines of

engineering, enforcement, education, emergency services, these community traffic safety teams
perform various activities concerned enforcement and public education.

These teams are

developed to solve local problems by involving the public, with assistance from the state.
3.2.3 Technological and Vendor Aspects

Since one of the goals of the demonstration project was to test various red light camera
technologies available, cameras developed by different vendors were used.

Three vendors

USPTI, American Traffic Systems Inc., and Aviar Inc.-were involved in the project. Two
intersections in Lakeland and Bartow were equipped with cameras from two different vendors,
while two intersections in Haines City and Fort Meade were given to a single vendor, and the
same camera· was used on a rotation basis. Some intersections were monitored on a continuous
basis by using video cameras. These cameras, controlled and viewed from nearby police stations,
recorded several traffic crashes.

20

3.2.4 Public Awareness/Commuuity Support Aspects
A public awareness campaign was conducted by posting signs at each of the intersections to
increase awareness among the people on various aspects of red light running. However, it was
determined that other special public awareness measures are needed to inform the vast nwnber of
visitors who rarely drive through these intersections.

3.2.5 Results and the Effectiveness of the Project
The following were the results from the pilot project:
•

The reduction in red light violations and accidents is unknown because the duration
of the project was short and cameras were used only periodically, not on a continuous
basis. Also, most data that were collected have not yet been analyzed.

•

A total of IS violations/day were observed in Haines City and Lakeland, and I 0
violations/day were observed in Fort Meade.

•

The cameras worked very accurately during both day and night.

•

No problems were faced in getting photographs of license plates, except with tractor·
trailers with front license plates on power units.

•

Two key issues in gaining public support were identified. One issue relates to the
reluctance of the people to disclose the names and addresses of their friends to whom
they loan their cars. The other is the delay in receiving a citation

4.0

Project Costs

The cost of the photo enforcement projects varies depending upon the magnitude of the program,
that is, the nwnber of intersections to be eqnipped with red light cameras. The project costs
include start up items such as cameras, housing (it protects equipment from environmental
conditions and elintinates the problems of vandalism) and infrastructure such as installation of
new loops and signal boxes at intersections. According to information provided by vendors, the
cameras cost approximately $50,000 each, housing costs around $6,000; and installation of new
loops requires another S I 0,000.
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However, it is to be noted that the costs described here do not represent the costs on a whole
project basis, but these are individual component costs.

5.0

Evaluation of the Red Light Camera Enforcement Projects

Owing the initial use of automated photo enforcement, it is important to evaluate the project and
determine the device's effectiveness in reducing red light accidents caused by running red lights.
These projects can be evaluated to determine reductions in actual red light violations after the
installation of cameras; increased driver compliance to traffic control devices; and community,
media, and political support to the use of technology. A number of such studies were done in
California, Arizona, and New York. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety evaluated red
light camera enforcement project in Oxnard, while the Summit Group conducted an attitude and
opinion survey concerning red light photo safety in Mesa and Tempe. This section summarizes
results from these studies.

In a study conducted on police-reported crashes, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
concluded that the likelihood of vehicle occupants sustaining injuries is increased in red light
running crashes (45%) than the other types of crashes (30%). However, it may be too soon to
conclude that accidents due to red light running v.ill drop, as many of the photo enforcement
projects in U.S are in their initial stages of development and implementation.

The City of San Francisco reported a 10 percent drop in collisions related to traffic control
infractions after the implementation of automated photo enforcement. 19 An Australian study
reported a 32 percent drop in right-angle collisions at the intersection with red light cameras in
Victoria. Some earlier studies done in the U.S. reported a decline in the number of
tickets/violations issued after the installation of red light cameras.

19

Ptrsona1 communication, San Francisco Department of Parking. and Traffic.
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Figure 8 shows the percentage of reductions in red light violations after the implementation of
automated photo enforcement.

Results from San Francisco show that the rate of vehicles

running red lights bas dropped from approximalely 5 violations per 5,000 vehicles to 3 vehicles
per 5,000 vehicles. The City reported more than a 40 percent drop in red light running at four test
intersections in the first six months of the program.

Figure 8. Percenb.ge Reduction in Red Light Violation Rates
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New York City reported that New Yorkers have altered their driving habits significantly after the
installalion of red light cameras, and the city experienced a 62 percent decrease in the average
number of violations photographed per location since the program inception. Los Angeles, the

firSt city in the United States to issue tickets based on automated photo enforcement, also showed
promising results. The four-month pilot project on Compton Boulevard produced a 92 percent
reduction in the number of violations; the three-month project at Alondra Boulevard reduced
violations by 60 percent.

A study conducted by Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in the City of Oxnard, California,
found a large and highly significant reduction in red light violations after the implementation of
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photo enforcement program. It has been observed that the violation rates at the test sites reduced
by about 42 percent. This study also found that the amount of citation fines would significantly
influence the long-term effects of red light camera enforcement in Oxnard. The study believes
that the implications in Oxnard will be influenced by the substantial increase (from $104 to
$270) in red light violation fines in California.

.
The Summit Group conducted surveys two surveys for two cities in Arizona (Mesa in 1996 and
1997; Tempe in 1997 and 1998) to ascertain the attitudes and opinions concerning the use of
photo radar and red light photo safety. The results from these surveys and other studies have
been shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Percentage In Favor of Automated Photo Enforcement
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The Summit Group conducted ftrst survey immediately after the implementation of the red light
camera projects, while the second survey was conducted one year after the implementation.
Several questions were added to the second survey to see who might have received citations and
its impact on their behavior towards the progtams. The results from these surveys indicated
significant improvement in public awareness of the enforcement projects (72 percent in 1997
from 28 percent in 1996 for Mesa; 61 percent in 1998 from 34 percent in 1997 for Tempe).
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Survey results also show that the respondents continue to strongly support the safety programs
(82 percent in 1997 and 76 percent in 1996 for Mesa). However, the biggest block of opposition
came from the respondents who admitted they had been ticketed in the past for red light running.
In a nationwide survey conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety in 1995, 61
percent of about 1,000 people surveyed favored the use of automated photo enforcement
According to another national survey sponsored by the Insurance Research Council, 61 percent
of the respondents favored the use of cameras and it was also found that greatest support came
from large cities. 20

6.0

Issues, Advantages, and Disadvantages of Automated Photo
Enforcement

As the use of red light photo . enforcement grows, a number of key issues, advantages, and

disadvantages of these systems are being discovered and documented.

Automated photo

enforcement faces several challenges prior to implementation including legislative, legal,
financial, technical, and awareness issues. TI!is section describes some issues, advantages, and
disadvantages associated with automated photo enforcement

6.1

Legislative Issues

In most jurisdictions, it is necessary for an officer of the law to witness a traffic infraction before
a ticket can be issued. Therefore, to implement photo enforcement projects, laws allowing
governments to make use of cameras to identify red light runners are necessary. As discussed
earlier, several states, including California, Maryland, and North Carolina, have amended their
existing enforcement laws, while some local governments like Arlington, Varginia, Polk County,
Florida; and Jackson, Michigan have been encouraging testing the technology by holding pilot
projects.

::c Richard A. Rening, '"Stafement Before the Maryland House of Delegates Aggressive Driving Conference," 1997.
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However, passing the required legislative measures has, in some states, been difficult, with stiff
resistance coming from several associations and politicians. Some of the issues that the required
legislation should include are:
•

How should a red light violation be handled-as a moving violation or as a violation
similar to parking violation? This provides the answer to the question as of who will
be liable for the violation--either the driver of the vehicle or the registered owner of
the vehicle.

•

Is it necessary to identify the drivers? Or should the tickets be issued to the
owner/operator of vehicles.

A procedure should be provided to establish if the

vehicle was under the care of somebody else.
•

Can images produced by red light cameras be used as a prima facie evidence to issue
citations and also to convince the judiciary?

•

What is the appropriate amount of citation fees and their distribution to
vendors/operators and various other departments involved? This proved to be a
difficult taSk in California. The State Assembly of California increased the citation
fees from $104 to $270 because it was found that the fines and their distribution in the
pilot project were inadequate to fund a full scale program.

6.2

Technical Issues

Today, various manufacturers are developing red light camera systems in the U.S. They not only
supply and install the equipment, but they are also involved in the operation and maintenance of
entire projects. By and large, the technological aspects of the cameras developed by different
manufacturers are the same; however, differences might exist in their service standards. This
section describes some of the technical aspects that should be considered in developing a red
light camera project.
•

Is the project is a pilot project or a full-scale project? Conducting a pilot project
(similar to the one in Polk County) along with an appropriate publicity campaign may
help convince the legislature and gain the public and community support on the
usefulness of red light cameras in reducing traffic accidents. This might eventually
lead to a full-scale project if the results from pilot project prove to be positive.
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•

How do existing loops and signal system work with the new technology? This is an
important concern because the installation of new loops and traffic signal equipment
involves considerable costs.

However, it has been found that most of these

technologies work very well with the existing traffic signal equipment, but they do
require the installation of new loops, and this costs approximately $10,000 per
intersection. 21
•

What sort of cameras should be used- wet film or digital? As discussed earlier, most
of the existing photo enforcement systems use wet film cameras because they provide
greater resolution photographs. However, they involve more maintenance work since
periodic loading and unloading of the film is required. Though digital cameras offer
a high level of flexibility in storing and transntitting the photographs, it is possible to
tamper the evidence using computer technologies.

•

Should photos showing the violations be printed on the citations? The results from
San Francisco project found that appeals to the courts that dispute the citations could
be reduced by as much as 80 percent if the photographs are printed on the citations.
This technique is useful in avoiding court battles, and thereby collecting the fmes
more rapidly. However, this would increase the cost of preparing the citation.

•

Should police officers be trained, thus eliminating the need for vendor representatives
in courts in case of disputes, and thus reducing costs?

•

How should missing license plates and environmental factors like glare and obscurity
be handled? These are fowtd to reduce approximately 25 percent of the readable
license plates.

6.3

Administrative/lnter-Departmentallssues

Implementation of red light camera projects requires coordinated and cohesive efforts among
various governmental departments in the study area. These projects demand coordination among
various agencies such as county/city transportation authorities, law enforcement agencies
including police, judicial councils, and municipal courts; and elected officials. Another vital
administrative issue regards the organizing agency that would be in charge of maintenance,
11 Conversation

with Lauri S. Keller, ·Regional Marketing Manager~ USPTJ .
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gathering and developing film, issuing citations, and providing expertise and evidence in the
courts. Often these responsibilities are part of the vendor contract.

6.4

Public Awareness/Community Support Issues

The success of red light camera projects depends upon the understanding of tbe public on the use
of the technology and the public support for the project. As automated photo enforcement is
relatively a new and emerging technology, an aggressive public information and awareness
campaign is essential to ensure driver compliance to traffic rules and fines imposed by new
statutes. The target audience consists of many communities, including political decision makers,
automobile associations, senior citi2en groups (particularly for states like Florida), Traffic Safety
Coalitions and Community Traffic Safety Teams, and various media including print, TV, and
radio. Some of the issues associated with public awareness campaign include:
•

developing partnerships and building coalitions with various agencies

•

enlisting the support of law enforcement agencies

•

gathering pre-campaign crash data related to red light running and explaining the
advantage of using cameras to reduce those crashes, with proven results from other
projects

6.5

•

conducting media campaigns and developing customized media materials

•

conducting and analyzing post-campaign surveys

•

fully explaining the technology

Financial/Funding Issues

The financial aspect is one of the key issues in the implementation of red light camera projects.
Because of the severe financial constraints, and in the absence of any proven record on the
success of these projects, funding from local governments for these projects has been limited.
City and County authorities are implementing automated photo enforcement projects with
assistance from various state and federal agencies; however, most of the funding for pilot
projects has come from vendors developing these technologies. These vendors have supplied,
installed, operated, and maintained the technology; issued the citations; and collected revenues.
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In turn, governments pay the vendors either a fee per paid citation or a fixed monthly/yearly fee.
Some important financial issues associated with automated photo enforcement are:
•

Identifying the funding source. This includes examining and evaluating vanous
funding sources available such as federalfstateflocalfgovemments, and the vendors
who may be willing to bear some of the expenses.

•

Determining citation fees, and their distribution among various departments and
agencies to ensure a justifiable compensation.

nus task has to be done by

considering overall objectives and goals of the project. For example, if the vendors
are paid a fee per paid citation, then there is a disadvantage of appearing to encourage
a profit motive into vendors to issue more citations and hence more revenue.
Conversely, if vendors are paid based on a flat monthly rate, the governing agencies
should be willing to take some risks due to losses. It requires a reasonable estimation
of the number of violations expected and the amount of revenue that would be
generated; otherwise, the local agencies might incur losses.

6.6

Privacy Issues

The privacy issue bas often been used as an argument against the use of red light cameras.
Proponents of this argument claim that photographing vehicles whose drivers run red lights
violates their privacy rights. The use of frontal photography (as used in states like California and
Arizona) to identify drivers and take their photographs has been a major concern for this group
of people. In this aspect, the use of cameras to record only the license plates in the rear of the
vehicles, but not the vehicle occupants, will greatly reduce the problem. Furthermore, a wellplanned public awareness campaign that explains the advantages of cameras to the community in
containing the violations, could also help in solving the privacy issue.

6.7

Advantages

Automated photo enforcement using red light cameras helps to:
•

reduce the problem of limited enforcement resowces and logistical difficulties of
conducting traditional methods of traffic signal violation enforcement.

•

reduce red light running, and hence the number of crashes
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•

modify driver behavior, particularly if used in conjunction with public awareness

campaign
•

provide evidence that can be used in the court both for red light violations and
accidents

• captures more violators, and increased revenue can be used for various developmental
purposes or to expand the violation program to additional intersections

6.8

•

reduce insurance rates and health care costs for drivers

•

increase the safety of drivers and law enforcement officers

Disadvantages

Automated photo enforcement may also result in some disadvantages, including:
•

dealing \\ith legislative issues, which can be very time consuming and may take many
years and much effort before adoption

•

selecting intersections and vendors can be complex and time consuming once the
legislation is in place for the development of a photo enforcement program

•

dealing with the large time Jag between when an infraction occurs and when the
violator receives a ticket. This is confusing and requires violators to try to remember
if they were the driver and the circumstances surrounding the infraction. Using
traditional methods, the violator is identified almost immediately and can prepare a
possible defense of their actions.

•

dealing with the vehicle owners who were not driving the vehicle at the time of the
infraction it putS the owner of the vehicle in an awkward situation. The owner might
have to confront the driver and get that person (likely a friend or a relative) to get to
court and pay the fme.

•

high start up and infrastructure costs involved with the project

•

the potential loss of privacy

•

public perceptions·-If the goal of the governments and vendors is to increase revenue
by fixing high citation/ticket fee, it may result in public opposition. The program
should be oriented to improve the quality of life by reducing safety concerns.
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7.0

Conclusions

Based on interviews with red light photo enforcement vendors and project managers, literature,
and personal site visits, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Traffic infractions due to red light running pose severe and growing concerns, and the safety
consequences are enonnous. Red light running can be reduced by using various engineering
measures like adjusting signal timing and removing unwarranted signals, and also by traditional
enforcement. However, limited enforcement resources and logistical problems make it difficult
to adequately enforce the law at hundreds (even thousands) of intersections in urban areas.

Automated photo enforcement provides an approach for better compliance with traffic control
devices and improves safety at the intersections, and, in some cases, it will have a greater impact
on violators as the cameras provide undeniable photographic proof of the violation.

Interest in red light camera systems is growing rapidly among state agenc1es and local
governments.

The results from various evaluation studies are promising, which indicate

significant reductions in red light violation rates as well as considerably improved awareness,
after the implementation of photo enforcement programs. In San Francisco, red light running
was reduced by more than 40 percent at four intersections in the first six months of the program,
and this encouraged the City to expand the project. The New York City experienced a 62
percent decrease in the average number of violations photographed per location, and it has been
observed that the violation rates at the test sites reduced by about 42 percent in the City of
Oxnard.
A state law and subsequent amendments to the loeal ordinances are essential to implement
automated photo enforcement projects. These legal issues are complex and need to address
several issues, including liability aspects, citation fines, and equitable distribution of fines to
various agen~ies involved. Adopting the required legislation to allow photo enforcement and
developing liability standards are time consuming and require support from several communities.
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.
People may also have concerns over a loss in privacy, especially if frontal photography IS

needed.
A well planned and focused public awareness and information campaign is essential for the
success of photo enforcement projects. Involvement of various community, traffic safety, and
automobile agencies such as Community Traffic Safety Teams, Senior Citizen Groups, and AAA
would help in convincing the community. Law enforcement officers need to be trained to
effectively deal with the new technology.
Though significant initial investments are necessary to acquire camera technology, install new
loops and for conducting public awareness campaigns, automated photo enforcement projects
can be cost neutral because the fines can pay for the program. However, a number of vendors
are showing keen interest in participating in photo enforceme.nt pilot projects at their own
expense, by associating with various state and local agencies.

Such pilot projects can be

converted into long-term and meaningful safety projects by offering incentives such as, a fixed
monthly/annual fee or a fee per paid citation, to vendors.
Finally, automated photo enforcement is important and holds promise to the future of law
enforcement by reducing red light crashes and enhancing safety at intersections.
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2HIIIIP )lllic lllel'.rilll Enfii'WIIilll
The Red Ught Camera, an Automated Traffic Intersection
Enforcement System from U.S. Public Technologies Inc.
(USPT), produces photographic evidence of vehicles illegally
running red lights. The Red light Camera combines a computer with a high--speed industrial camera and -su b~surface

detection loops to provide around-the-clock intersection
•

enforcement.
In use around the world (Europe, Asia and the U.S.). the
Red l ight Camera has proven to be extremely effective in
preventing accidents and reducing the number of traffic
intersection violations. In Jackson, Michigan, violations at
intersections monitored by USPT Red light Cameras have
declined by 67%. And in Compton, California, violations
have been reduced by 84% at monitored intersections.

neRill u;r &miSJ11Bm
The Red light Came~a system consists of two parts. At its
core is the integrated portable Enforcement Unrt that can be
moved easily from one intersection to another. This portable
unit consists of a computer. high-speed camera. flash. digrtal
loop signal processor and an optional memory card system.

The ~d part of the system, dedicated to asingle intersection,

has wiring and detection loops Installed in the roadway, and
a bullet-resistant cabinet (which hOuses the portable
Enforcement Untt) mounted on a hinged pole. Approximately
80% of the system's cost is in the portable Enforcement
Unit, which can be effectively rotated among as many as
ten traffic interseetions. In addi~on to being cost-<!ffective,
this type of installation sorves as an effective deterrent
because potential violators are unable to tell the difference
between an •acUve" and an "inactive" system and are
unwilling to take the chance of being cited.

··~...::':'>

HIW the Had Lfllllt CIIIIII'IWIIrU
Activation of the Red Light Camera occurs onty wllen a vehi·
cle is detected entering the intersection aher the traffic sig·
nal has turned red. The system remains dormant at all
other times, unless the optional component allowing the
system to record green-light speeding violations is installed.

..

.
tlansaetion basis. ·

.'
. •.)

'

.
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;:;-. US. PUBLIC

.... •1T ECHNOLOGIES

INC.

T11fflc Services Group
10455 Sorren!o Valley Roa!S
Suite 101

San Diolo CA 92121
619.568.8n8
&:IO.:m.Oil53

Fax 619.568.8817

Qlw.t U.S. PLtk Ttdl'Y.bjje$ lx. f~!) is~~ 411US. ~tk To:t~rdo;ies Ire~ U.S. I'll* T~ tiC. iS ""'~~~~!SOtQtl.: &do#:tff'011~-

Permanent Camera Recording Systems for Speed and/or Red-Light
Permanent camera recording systems for speed, speed aoo red~ight or dedicated red·light are suiXO!sslul in reducing road traHic a<cidents on a

permanent basis at the exact location of oc:currence. The system can easily be moved from one to another pecmanent housing. With our patented
piezo electric "T" sub·surfaca profiles speed law enforcement can be undenaken with prown reliability on bridges. in tunnels, on cutves and
comers and In dense road ttafflc slt1.13.tions. thus making the system extremety versatile. Using the same system. simultaneous Red·light violations

can also be recorded, making the TRUVELO system unique. The dedicated red·light violation recording system makes use of scanning inductive
loops (one or two per traffic tane, up to 4 lanes) to prevent loop crosstalk together with unique aJgorithms to avoid false camera triggers produced
by ·creeping· vehicles. COmbining various sub-systems bantry or 220V mains powered sites can be accommodated tor. Please contact your tocaJ

agent for assistance in optimising asystem for your spec~ic requirements.

Specifications:
Camera Recorder
Caonua:
Ftoh<lt Motorrteorder 360CE
St!unerspetd: 1/1OOOs fully flash synchroni$ell.
Scl'lneil1er Kreuznacl'l
45mm,75mm.90mm or 15!mm

l.<flS:

Optional Remote Control Unit
Wi!h this optional remotecontrol unit the operator
can monhor and control the M4MPC speed
measurlno Instrument It can also be connected to
a paper printer for print out of speed violations and
statistttal crata.

Dltection
sy>ttm:

Alter:

Ro 610·66S. magenta or orange

()ptiollal
AIJtomatic
aperature
adjtmer.
Filmmaterial: Std. 35mm by 36 exposu(es.
Op,tion~

M4' Speed Measuring Instrument
This German PTB and British home office approved
speed measuring instrument performs two
in~eper~dent time measurements maklno use of 4
cfttt.ctor cablesfprofiles and O'Jnvetls these into
speed using the formula diStance divided by time.
Aush mo-t~nte4 Piezo eteC'Iric T
pro lites

Measuring
distaflCe:

l.Sm

Time
measurement
resolution:

~0.1

System
accuracy:

:2kmlh or ~2Vo, whichever higher

Speed range:

1Olo'Ml to 30Cl<m/h

milli seconds

bulk

fi m magazine: 17m (400e:q~.) or 30m (800 exp.)
DiS(IIays:

7 Segment L E.O.

CII)Ck accuracy: 22mi:1. per month
Auxiliary
shutter. for
recording of:

Stifldvd

reaturu:

·time {h.m.s,0.1s)

-<!att (y,m.d)

-6<11ol1 cooe (or 3 tf~it code + $
d;git pt!OtO COUnt)
For s.oetd or
speed with
·red-9hase timet (0, 1s)
•2x3 digits speed

for dedicated
le!J-ll~ht
~l:ati on

systems:

AdGitlonaJ
dop~ay>:

Aasn:

Mi;>~>blt

·red ..phase timer (0.1s}
-YIO!ation counter
-traffic lane of 'Jiof:ati<ln

~Photo counter

·traffic cotllller (red.§gllt vi.otifi<ln)
lntegral140 ~ules ((ll)t. 280 ~
with flash repetition time of 0. s
tor 12V banerv appticauons
othttWise Rash iS Integrated into
220V mail\$ power interface
module.

de~for

activ:a1ion afttr
"'"""'
red phase

2M

Ol'lotogra,eh.
Came.ra motor
o•tel1oad
protection.

Humic1ily:

220V Mains Power Interface
for Speed

This Interface unit is transportablefrom (lne to
another permanen• housing. It orovl(fes gowtr for
me tlasl'l (300 Joules: at a rei)etiUon rateof O.Ss) as
well as a battery back·u:~ far 20 hours to th;e
system In case of mains poY~er failure.

Operaling
tempenrure
range:

·5•C to+ 65•C(OPtlonai-20°C to
70•C)

Hum&dity:

98f. non condensing

Dimensions:

43Smmx110mrnx340mm

w,;oht:

61<0

M4 MPC Speed Measuring
Instrument
This Instrument mal:es use of multi processor tontrol
technology to take two inlftpt:ndent time
measurements from 3 or 4 detector cabresfprofiles.
These times are converted into speed u'Si~ tl\e
formula diSlance divl~d by time. Atkli1ionaJ control
measurements aretak:!tl tor reliablespeed resul'l$.
The same s1)e(ifteations as per M-4l ap.ply expect for
the fot!O'Ning:

220V Mains Power Interface
for Red Light
The same as above with the addition of the
fnducti-.·e loog control-and re<H)hast inter1act
circui1ry for traffic imersection vi(llalion recording
systems.

Permanent Housing
Tamper proof, po-HIJer c-oate<l stainless steel
housings witfl mounting pole and optio!'lil bullet
proofing. The pov.-er tnterfKeunits can optiona.Ry
be permaneMiy fixed into the oermanenl outer
housing tor ease of operation.
For mote dela'b CON&et:

limo
measurernen1
resoMion:
: 4 micro seconds

·llormal or low Sl)etd limit selection

v.~ltl O"o>trspted 3J;arm

-nme of Vlola!ion indication
·A!pha·numarie liquid teyS!al display
with autorm1ic backlighting

Power supply: 12\f. v:rw $1andby
Camera on~24W (0.5s)
Qslttaling
Tempe.-awre:

Pennanent speed viOiatiotl recording ~eltl$ can
be powered bY 1ZV. 200 Anr rechargeablebatteries
for a period of 3·7 days.

-nme ot \i'*"ti(ln indication

Slandard
features;

dellctlon and

12V Battery Power Interface
for Speed

alarm

Power suppl,y: 12V. 18W

rttH9ht

violation
S:fS.tems:

·Manual or au1o1Tlitic operation
·Test push buuon for i~:~strumenl
calibralion check
·Faulty accessory indication
·speed limit selection wi1h 0\'efSIIee~

MPCCombl
The M4 MPC plus camera recording unit can be
housed in one comroon housii)Q for east of
operation.

12Vfl""

OW (0.7s)

-2o•c to 1o•c
98% non oondenslno

Integral traffic
statistical data: -lowestt'htghest $~0
·aonrage speed and 85%
·peakaf\11 average trafllc Uow
·total ani! violating vehiclecount
·venict.e speed diWlbutlon

Power supp;y: 12V, 0,5VI. 20il0urs from lnlemal
luMP.tv

AVIAR Inc
P.O. Box 162184
Austin, Texas 78716
o

·-A

'

SPEED
VIOLATION

TIUU'FIC

LIGHT
VIOLATIONS
.
.

Truvelo "Combl" System Specification
Our latest development • the TRUVELO "COMB!" • is a combination of two welf. known products, the
M4·MPC speed measuring instrument and the TRUVELO camera recording system: It uses modem
microprocessor technology and is supplied in one, robust housing for ease of Installation.
-Operation on all roads and In all traffic: conditions.
-Simple, rapid installation•
. -Manual or automatic: operation for portable or permanent installations.
-Successive photographic: evidence with driver identification with 0,5 second intervals.
·Guarantee: 12 months
-Full support with maintenance, service and spares.
-Fault finding indication.
Camera Specification
Camera:

Robot Motorretorde~ 36DCE

Shuttmpeed: 111 coos fully 11as11 synchronise<!.

lens:

Schneider Kreulnach
45mm,75mm,90mm or 150mm

Aittr:

Rg 610.665, magenta or orange

Oplfon~

M4·MPC Spec:ificatlon
This instrument makes use of multi processor
conlrolte<hnology and pertorms two Independent
lime measuremen1S from 3 or 4 detector
cables/profiles. These times are converted into
speod using tile formula distance divided by time.
Additional control measurements are taken fo-r
reliable spted results.
Detectors:

Automatic
apecr.rture

Measunng distance:

1.5m

film material: Std. 35mml;ly 36 exPOsures,

Calculator:

5 400/t (fully eleelronic.
2 independe01 sys1ems)

Op:ional bulk

DiSplay>:

Automatic reset:

7 Seomtlll LE.O.

Ctoct accur.1cy: ~2min, per month

cecorditiO of:

·time (1\.m.s.O.ts)
·dale (Y.m.d)

-60igit cod.e (or 3 digit oode + 3

For st~eecl or

digit ptw)to count)

Systems accuracy:

red·lioht
violation
system$:

-red·phase timer (0.1s)
·2x3 di(litS SPttd

Additional

Speed range:

displays:

·PhOto counter
•traffic counter (recHiOTll violation)

Rash:

lnlegral 140 Joutes (01>1. 280 J)

Adjustable
delays for
system

Integral 1raffic
slatistical data:

re4 phase

deteclion and

2nd
DtiOIOOr.lPI'l.
carmra mo-tor
overload
f)rotection.

12V Flash 500W ( .7s)

Humidity:

gs% non condensing

Dimensions:

425mmx305mmx410mm

Weight

17kg

Both speeds measured
Ave~spee<J

Slandard deviation
85 percentile
Highest/lovttsl speed recorded
Peak and average traffic flow
-Audible buller for vi®.tor
• Keypad to con1iol combi:

Reset

Clear violation counter
Clear traffic counter/statistics

•2kmlh up to 100kmlh
:z2% over 1OOkmlh

Speod llmillow selffi (for !rucks)

10kmlh to 300kmlh
• Printer eonnectlon for print out ot:
~

Statistical dala
Comrot sheet of vlotaws

4 micro seconds

Extension cable up to 100m.
SUndard
features:

actWatioo after

Powe; suppty: 12V. 2.4W standby
C.mm on~ 24WJ10.5s)

·lntelligent4 rows x 16 character dol matrix
display giving:

measurement

will'l flaSh repatilion time o1 0.7s

for 12V battefy applications.

Speod difference of
more than 2km!h

nme

resolution:

speedwi1h

• Micro processor <ecl1nology

Test function

Auxiliary
sl'lurta', tor

Portable hand·held remote uni1 wnh:

Plez.o electric co-axle
cables

idjusttr.

film maQaline: 17m (400eo<!>.) or SOm (800 e"ll.)

Remote Control Unit Specification

Power supply:

·Nonmal or low speed
limit selection with
overweed alarm
-lime of violation
indlcalion
·Aipha·numeric liquid
crystal display with
automatic backlighting
·lovtestlhighest speed
-average speed and
85%
·peak and average
traf1ic flow
-total and violating
vehicle eount
-vehicle speed
distribution
t 2V, O,SW, 20hours
from internal banery

AVIARinc

P.O. Box 162184
Austin, Texas 78716

USA
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Legislation from North Carolina and California
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County Auditars

From:

A$$emblyman Kevil'! Shelley and CSAC

Date:

January 6, 1998

Re:

AS 1191- allocation of fines for red light violations

On October 10. 1997, GovemorV\Iilson signed into law AB 1191, which increases the fine
for motorists who run red lights and allocates half of the incrnse to 1he city or county where
the violation oc:amed. This memo is meant to clarify how the base fine and penalty
assessment monies for red light violations should be distribUled under AB 1191. both before
and after the effective date of the trial court funding legislation. This superc-cles the
memo of November 14, 1997.
.
.
1. As of January 1. 1998, the base fme for running a red light is $100. This applieS to all .
violations of Vehicle Code Sections 21453(a), 21453(c:), 21454(c). and 21457(a). There
is no increase in the base fine for subsequent violations.

2. The mandatory Slate penalty assessment of 5100 (PC section 1464) and a local penalty
assessment of $70 (GC Section 76000) are added to make the total bail $270. i;

total~ amou~~ be

3. Pursuant to Government Code.68090.8, two percent of the
distributed to the state Trial Court Improvement Fund. This works out to be $5.40.

4 . As a result of AS 1191, thirty percent (30%) of the remaining tOtal shall be aUocated to

the gener.ll fund of the c;ity or county where the violation occurred. This works out tO

$79.38.

• 1'39•1

..

.

Phone ' .

.,
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--·. . . . . __,. _ .. ....... ....,..

5. The percentages subtr.lcted in steps 3 and 4 are taken out of !he base fine and
assessments in equal proportions. As a result, the remaining base fii'IE! equals $68.60.
The remaining state penalty assessment is also $68.60. The remaining local penally
assessment is !&48.02.

6. For red tight violations committed in incorporated areas between January 1, 1998 and
June 30, 1998, !he $68.60 in base fine monies shaU be distnbuted as follow: 1) The
county receives its amesponding share pursuant to Penal Code 1463.002. This amount
will vary acccrding to county. 2) What is left alter subtracting !he county's 1463.002
share is then split 50%-50% between !he c:i!y and the county.
· 7. For red light violations committed in incorporated areas on or after July 1, 1998, the
$68.60 in base fine monies shall be distributed as follows: 1) The eounty receives its·
corresponding share pursuant to Penal Code 1463.002. This amount wiD vary .acccrding ,• . .
• to county. 2) The c:i!y receives
of base fine money left after the county's 1463.002 : ·
• share is subtracted.
· ·· ·
.
8. For an red light violations committed in unincotporated areas on or.after January 1, ·1998,
the entire 568.60 of base fine money shaU be cfiStributecl to the county.

an

The following table breaks down !he d'ISiribution cf fine and assessment monies required by

AB 1191:

.
On or aftsr July 1, 1998

January 1, 1998- June 30, 1998

s

Violations . State Trial Court Imp. Fund $ 5.40
in inc;orpo- City General Fund
$79.38
ratad areas State Penally Assmnt
$68.60
County Penally As.smnt
$48.02
Clty and County Shares•
$68.60
$270.00
Total
VIolations
State Trial Court Imp. Fund $ 5.40
579.38
in uninc:or· County Gener.ll Fund
porated
$68.60
State Penally Assmnt
areas
County Penally Assnvlt
$48.02
County Share of Base Fi~e $68.80

State Trial Court Imp. Fund
5.40
City General Fund
$79.38
State Penally Assmnt
$68.60
County Penalty Assmnt
$48.02
City and County Shares"
$68.60
Total
$270.00
urt Imp. Fund $ 5.40
State Trial
County General Fund
$79.38
State Penalty Assmnt
$68.60
County Penally Assmnt
$48.02
County Share of Base Fine $68.60
.
Total
$270.00
SZ70.DO
Total .
•County share calculated pursuant to Penal Code Section 1463.002. Rema•nder split. 50%50% between the city and the county.
..County share cala.Jiated pursuant to Penal Code Section 1463.002.
Remainder
distributed to the city.

.

.

If you have any questions regarding this memo, plea&e feel free to ccntact Mark Stivers in
Assemblyman Shelley's office (916-445-8253), Rubin Lopez at CSAC (916-327-7500) or
Michael Corbett (916-442-0412).
·
·
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6.2 N.C.G.S. 160A-300.1
iENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA
l997 SESSION
;.L. 1997-216
;ENATE BILL 741

-----------------------------\N ACT TO AUTHORIZE LOCAL GOVERN.MENTS TO USE PHOTOGRAPmC

I:MAGES AS PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE OF A TRAFFIC VIOLATION.
fhe General Assembly of North Carolina enacts:
Section 1. Chapter 160A of the General Statutes is amended by adding a new section to

read:
''

0

160A-300.1. Use of traffic .c ontrol photographic systems.

(a) A traffic control photographic system is an electronic system consisting of a photographic,
video, or electronic camera and a vehicle sensor installed to work in conjunction with an official traffic
control device to automaticaUy produce photographs, video, or digital images of each vehicle violating
a standard traffic control statute or ordinance.
(b) Any traffic control photographic system or any device which is a part of that system, as
described in subdivision (a) of this section, installed on a street or highway which is a part of the State
highway system shall meet requirements established by the North Carolina Department of
Transportation. Any traffic control system installed on a municipal street shall meet standards
established by the municipality and shall be consistent with any standards set by the Department of
Transportation.

(c) Municipalities may adopt ordinances for the civil enforcement of G.S. 20-158 by means of a

The Photo Cimtion Progyam
Charlotte Department of Transp<>rtation

--- ------ ---·-·...
traffic control photographic system, as described in subsection (a) ofthis section. Notwithstandi ng
the provisions of G.S. 20-176, in the event that a municipality adopts an ordinance pursuant to this
section, a violation of G.S. 20-158 at a location at which a traffic control photographic system is in
-operation shall not be an infraction. AD ordinance authorized by this subsection shall provide that:
The owner of a vehicle shall be responsible for a violation unless the owner can
furnish evidence that the vehicle was, at the time of the violation, in the care, custody, or
control of another person. The owner of the vehicle shall not be responsible for the violation if the
owner of the vehicle, within 21 days after notification of the violation, furnishes the officials or agents
of the municipality which issued the citation:
(1)

a.

The name and address of the person or company who leased, rented, or

otherwise bad the care, custody, and control of the vehiele; or
An affidavit stating that the vehicle involved was, at the time, stolen or in the
b.
care, custody, or control of some person who did not have permission of the owner to use the
vehicle.

A violation detected by a traffic control photographic system shall be deemed a
noncriminal violation for which a civil penalty off'dty dollars ($50.00) shall be assessed, and for
whicb no points authorized by G.S. 20-160 shall be assigned to the owner or driver of the vehicle.
(2)

T he owner of the vehicle shall be issued a eitation which shall clearly state the
(3)
manner in which the violation may be challenged, and the owner shall comply with the directions on
the citation. The citation shall be processed by officials or a genu of the municipality a.n d shall be
fonvarded by personal service or first-class mail to the address given on the motor vehicle
registration. If the owner fails to pay the civil penalty or to respond to the citation within the time
period specified on the citation, the owner shall have waived the right to contest responsibility for the
violation, and shall be subject to a civil penalty not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00). The
municipality may establish procedures for the collection of these penalties and may enforce the
peaa,lties by civil action in the nature of debt.
The municipality shall institute a nonjudicial administrative hearing to review
(4)
objections to citations or penalties issued or assessed under tbis section."

The Photo Cilation Program
Charlotte Depanment of Transportation

!

'

Section 2. This act applies to the City of Charlotte only.

~

'''

Section 3. This act is effective when it becomes law.

In the General Assembly read three times and ratified this the 23rd day of June, 1997.
sf

.

I.

DenDis A. Wicker

l

I

President of the Senate
sl

Harold J. Brubaker
Speaker oftbe House of Representatives

•

The Photo Cillltion Program
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The TRUVELO camera system for recording of speed, speed and traffic light, or dedicated traffic
light violations is of modular, compact, and lightweight design. The system is robust, with a proven
track record ofmore than 15 years. It records the violating vehicle, road sensors, driver identity, and
all relevant data about the violation onto film, under all light conditions. This is achieved by using
an automatic aperture adjuster, a powerful electronic flash with fast recharge time and optical filters.
The TRUVELO Camera Recording System uses 35mm 'film as the dar.~ and image storage medium,
which is extremely safe and reliable. All the required .Jiolation data is on the negative and form part
of the photo image and therefore cannot be altered, accidentally erased, or manipulated. The
TRUVELO Photographic Image Processing hardware and software package applies image processing
to the negative, automatically extracts data, and issues intent of prosecution notices.
The road sensors used for speed violation recordings are piezo-electric detectors. Three or four of
these sensors, spaoed a fixed distance apan, are used to obtain two independent time measurements.
These are converted into speed using the formula distance divided by time. Two independent
measurements again provide for additional system reliability for Court purposes. Although these
detector cables/profiles have to be placed across the road to detect axles passing over them, they
allow for accurate speed measurements not possible with conventional detection methods. Even in
dense traffic situations, under bridges, in tunnels, and around bends the TRUVELO system detects
axles accurately. The violating vehicle is always clearly visible and positioned on the road detectors.
TRUVELO uses a unique secondary speed-checking method by which the violation vehicle's front
wheels must be on a predetermined marked position on the photograph. Any deviation from this
shows a possible system malfunction. This means that instruments can be installed with confidence,
in portable and/or permanent sites, producing watertight evidence to reduce the accidents and
fatalities in such identified areas drastically. This was proven by many users ofTRUVELO Camera
Recording Systems.
The road sensors used for traffic intersection violation recordings are inductive loop detectors. One
or two of these loops are installed per lane, to cover a maximwnof4 traffic lanes. Voltage or current
interface sensors detect the "red" and "amber" phases of the traffic light. The TRUVELO loop
detection system uses a special "in-house" algorithm to exclude triggers from vehicles "creeping• over
the stop line. Once the traffic light turns red, the amber phase was present for a minimum time, the
operator-set delay time bas passed, and a vehicle crosses the detectors, two photographs are taken
a selectable time delay apan.
The TRUVELO systems, combining speed and traffic light violation recordings, also use piezo
detectors. Otlier systems, that use loop detectors, ONLY obtain a NON-ENFORCEABLE SPEED
indication for red tight violations, whereas TRUVELO produces an enforceable speed measurement.

Tfuvelo DistributorA VIAR inc P.O. Box 162184
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During the green phase, the system will record enforceable speed violations. During the red phase,
the system will photograph speed and/or red light violators. This application is another "first" from
TRUVELO.
The TRUVELO Camera Recording System is equally at home in portable or permanent installations

and operates under extremes of temperature. Ponable installations allow for freedom of movement
to sites with reported violation problems. The system is tripod-mounted and powered by a 12-volt
automotive (car) battery. The same system can also be inserted into a stainless-steel permanent
outerhousing, which protects it against vandalism and is 2.5 meters above the ground. In this
instance, it is powered by 220-volt mains supply. Many users have proved that permanent violation
recording systems installed at accident-prone sites reduce the accidents and/or fatalities drastically.
>
One system can be moved to different outerhousings, thus covering a large area and making the
. system very cost-effective.
Depending upon the application, installation, and the size of the license plate, 2 to 3 traffic lanes can
be covered by the system. Adding optical filters to the powerful electronic flash with a fast repetition
time, frontal vehicle photography is possible under all lighting conditions. This enables positive driver
identification. With a 30-meter film magazine attached to the camera. 800 photographs can be taken.
For combined speed and traffic light violation recording systems, the data block appearing in the top
right-hand comer of the photograph shows the time, date, site or location code, two speed readings,
and the duration of the red phase. In dedicated traffic light violation recording systems, the speed
readings are exchanged for a violation counter and lane of violation indiCations. The TRUVELO
Camera Recording System simultaneously photographs this data block from a display panel, via a
secondary shutter assembly, and the violating vehicle through the main shutter. This data is not
"written" onto the picture AFTER the main picture has been taken, thus eliminating another source
of possible errors.
Much thought, experience, and technology went into the design of these systems. They can be used
with confidence to reduce unnecessary road accidents and fatalities. They are backed up by a team
of dedicated engineers. Please contact one of our representatives for further information about the
TRUVELO Camera Recording Systems.

-2-
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR TRUVELO "CbMB I S" ~YSTEM
FOR PERMANENT SPEED INSTALLATIONS

TRUVELO -COMBI s• SPEED CAMERA
SYSTEM
ROBOT Molof recordtt 36DCE
Camera:
Shutter speed: 1/IOOOs fully nash synchronised
Schneider Kreuznadl, 4Smm,
Lpns:
75mm, BOmm or 150mm with
Automalic apettwe alljuster
RG6t~G5, ma~la or orange
!liter:
Leru
FUm material: Std. 3Smm by 36 exposures
BulK film magallne;
up to 30m (600 exp.)
7 Segmenti..E.O.
:
Displays
AuXiliaty shutter. for recording onto rum nogalive
-lime (h.m,s,O.ts)
or:
-<late (d,m,y) or (y.m,d)
-6 dig" site cOde
-violaUon counter
-$peed (kmlh1
"$teonda <y SJ>eed vllfil\caflon
lime ( for whicle to llav.J1.8m)
Addilional d'ISplays:
·Photo counter
·
·ltaffic counter
Integral 360 Joule.o With flash
Flash:
repetition lime of O.Ss
Electron ic camera motor overload protecuon.
,.
Power supplyo -220Vac, Mains
Battery backup p-ower.
8 hours
Operating Temperature:

·

Humidity:
Dimensions:
Weight

-2o•c to 1o·c

98% non c:oodensing
425mm x 2T6mm x 315mm
13 kg

Measurement dj$lence:
1.50m
rune measurement resOiulion: .
+-S micro seconds
·System accuracy:
• ·2kmlh or +-2%, whichever
higher
,
,
"Speed range:
10kmlh to 300kmlh
•Standard features:
·Alpha-numeric nquid aystal
automatic
with
display
backlighting
.manual ex- a'UtornaUc open~Uon

-autornafic Of manual test push
button Instrument calibraUon
check
-faulty accessory Indication
-speed limit selection wilh over
speed alarm
•r lllle of violation indication
Integral tratlic staUslical data:
-lowesV'nighest speed
-average speed and 65%
-peak and averago treffoc now
-total and violaUng ""hicle count
-vehicle speed disltibulion
MEMORY CARD
This opUonaJ device will store and record all
vlo\aUon lnformalion. as wall as statistical data.
Truvelo supplies software for "Windows 95" or
W111dows NT" lo read, analyse. print and arc:hive
the data.

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT .. '
With this optional remote conllol unit the operator
Speed measuring Instrument
can monitor and control lho M4MPC speed
Three or four tndept:nden.t"lime mea&Urements are
measuring inStrument • ncan also be oonnected to
taken. using lwo micro-pr ocesson , with thtee or
a paper printer for print out speed violaf10ns and
four piezo detectors and converting .these into
speed using lhe formula distance divided by time. · slaUsUcat data.
·Two primal)' speed results have to be Within +•
PERMANENT HOUSING
2kn~h to be accepted. Truvelo only uses one
Bullet- and Tamper proof. poWder coated slainless
picture to independently veri& the speed by means
steel housing with oplional mounUng pole. The
or a s~al)' method. PJ. lhis W onnalion is
COMBI SIs housed wiU1in this endosure and "Can
•
con~ined on the photograph.
easUy 1>e moved to other sites.
Detection system:
. Flush movnte<l TRUVELO Pino·
el~ic "T' profiles
Of

Sub-surface
cables

mounted

piezo

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RED LIGHT AND SPEED ENFORCEMENT
CAMERA SYSTEMS
'

.

.

.

The TRWELO Red-Light VIOlation Camera System is a dedicated Red-Light System only.

.

.

.

At Railway level crossings or road intersections this system will react and take two photographs of vehicles
violating the red~lght signals by crossing an Inductive loop Installed behind the stop line.
Easily portable and operator friendly, this instrument weighs 13 kgs. only and is placed into a pole mounted,
permanent outer housing by the operator.
·
The 4 lane loop controller and mains flash unit is also incorporated into the above unit
A.

CAMERA UNIT
The camera unit consists of the following functional blocks
The base-plate with microprocessor-controlled electronics and data-readout The data read-out has the
following Information, which is transferred onto the film negative:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

B.

Date, in year:month:day
nme, in hours:minutes:seconds and 1110th seconds
Location code. 6 digits, operator programmable
Red-light timer, 4 digit seconds and 1110th seconds
3 digit frame counter (not visible on photographs)
Amber ~ght information is fixed programmed for 3 seconds and may be changed according to
requirements.
A 6 digit total traffic volume counter is also integrated (not placed on photograph)
Adjustable red-time delay, operator adjustable, 0 • 5 seconds in steps of 0.25 seconds.
Second photograph delay time 0.5 - 2 seconds, in steps of 0.25 seconds.
Two 3 digit speed indications (kmlh).

CAMERA MOTOR-RECORDER
A well known Motor-recorder 36DCE is uti6sed in the system, which allows for a picture rate of 3/second,
1/1000 second exposure time, with full flash-synchronisation.
Optic lenses of 45mm, 75mm and 90mm are available. (Only one lens delivered per system, normally
a 45mm lens).
A 30 metre film magazine allows the handling of 17 metre or 30 metre bulk film material resulting in 350
or 800 film exposures of either 35mm black and white or colour film.
Automatic aperture controller is also provided to change the lens settings for different ambient light
conditions.

·

For front photography. with driver identification, it has been found from years of experience, that only
black and white film should be utilised, to avoid ' blinding· the drivers, but stiH have maximum illumination
of the car interior. by the use of red-filters on the camera as well as on the powerful flash.
The fiRers are in the spectral range 665 to 610 nm. This allows for continual operation day and night
with only one f-stop setting, hence avoiding any adjustment by operators.
Colour film should only be used for rear photography with unfiltered flash and automatic aperture control.

'

C.

4 LANE LOOP CONTROLLER/MAINS FLASH UNIT (220 VAC)

This unit forms part of the camera system.
Loop circuits are our own Truvelo ctesigned microprocessor-<:ontrolled systems which are self-tuning
and cross-talk free.
" ·
The uni.t has a built-in algorithm which avoids false or unnecessary triggering of the system by vehicles
'"creeping" over the stop fine.

A sensitivity adjustment forms part of the unit and allows the operator to set the different loop sizes.
Red-Qght simulation and vehicle simulation, with lest facilities. are built~n functions and are simply pushbutton operated.
MAINS FLASH

This powerful mains flash unit forms part of the portable 4-lane loop controller. Flash power of 350
joules aDows illumination of vehicles and surroundings, with driver identification. Flash repetition of 500
ms allows lull illumination in the second photograph of the violation.
D.

MOUNTING POLE, OUTERHOUSING & STREET FURNITURE

The following describes a mounting pole which is most widely used, which is cost effective and most
vandal resistant
A zinc-plated pipe welded onto a mounting plate with a height of 2.2m. The lowest section has a
diameter of 160mm, the second section -110mm, with a flange on which to fit the housing.
A concrete foundation needs to be constructed for the mounting cage, with bolts onto which the pole and
base are bolted.
The Outer housings are weather and vandal resistant with special security locking systems.
They are manufactured from stainless-steel and are powder-coated. Ventilation is provided for
excessive climatic conditions.
Additional bullet-proofing can be supplied and fitted, ory request and at an additional charge.
The outer housings are equipped with all necessary circuit breakers and earth leakage switches and
wire looms, with connectors, for the systems.
The flash reflecto'r is also an integral part of the outer housing.
Connections to Amber and Red-Lights:
The information from these signals is accomplished via our Truvelo pick-up sensors, which are
ga!Van.ically de-coupled from the light controllers and are based on current sensing from the physical
wires leading to the amber and red light globes.
power is consumed from the controllers.

No

The signal from the current sensors are routed via single-core, screened wire to the outer housings.
E.

TRUVELO COMBINED SYSTEM

The instrument is a combination of two well-known, approved systems. for speed law enforcement and
red-light violation recordings. It may be utilised tor either/or application or together at intersections
where not only red-light violations occur on red-light but also speed violations are an accident cause at
green lights.

The speed measuring system forms part of the camera recording unit and is an integral part of the unit
described under section A
Additional speed sensor profiles are added to the ind~e loops mounted behind the stop-line, 1.5m
apart before the stop line at the intersection.
.. .
\Mth this sensor anangement. the speed of each vehicle is monitored and irrespective of the condition
of the red ligh~ spee<ls are rnonltored and photographs of violators are taken when a pre-set speed limit
is exceeded.
·

On amber and red-phase. this operation has pre-dominance and t\Yo photographs are taken with the
speed of the violator included in the first photograph.
This type of operation offers the ultimate in law-etifurcemen~ as both systems carry Approval .

.,

'

"

.. .
TRUVELO has developed a new and user-friendly speed verification method, which has been

implemented in all of their new speed camera systems. The first speed verification takes place
automatically within the system. Two speed measuring instruments are combined into one housing
and one speed measurement result is compared with the other one. The speed results are displayed
only if both readings fall within ±2kmlh of one another.
It is now possible to independently verifY the speed measurement from the photographic evidence.
The method uses the position of the vehicle's front wheels in relation to the last detector cable/profile
in direction of travel, as well as the time the wheels took to travel that distance. Speed can be
calculated from these units. This speed result is known as the secondary speed measurement This
independent speed verification is required in some European countries.
Background: The TRUVELO M4z or M42-MPC speed calculating instruments use pressuresensitive piezo detector cables/profiles for reliable axle detection. Three or four
detector cables are placed on top ofthe road pavement for portable installations.
Permanent sites use flush-mounted detector "I" profiles. These. sensors are
numbered in vehicle travel direction as 'Start 1', 'Start 2', 'Stop I', and 'Stop 2'. In a
three cable layout method. cables two and three are common ('Stop I' and 'Start 2').
The distance berween 'Stan' and 'Stop' is 1.5 meters. Time measurement I is taken
from Start I to Stop I and time measurement 2 from Start 2 to Stop 2. The speed is
then calculated by each of the rwo instruments, using the formula (1}-speed is equal
to distance divided by time. Both speed results are displayed only if both readings
fall within ±2kmlh of one another.
v~d/t

( I)

v =speed; d =distance; t = time
In the above formula, distance is known and time measured. The formula can also
be rewritten to express time as a function of speed and distance or distance as a
function of speed and time.
(2)

.

t=d/v

or

..

(3)

d=v xt

Various methods of secondary.speetl measurements or calculations are described below. They all
make use of formulas (I) to (3) above to independently verify the speed measured by the instrument.
This method is implemented on all M4z-MPC speed measuring systems coupled to a
'ROBOT 36-DCE' camera.
Truvelo DistributorAVIAR inc P.O. Box 162184
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Method A. Two Photographs Taken a Fixed Time Interval Apart.

The violating vehicle's speed
will be measured by the instrument at point XI and
.
photographed. A fixed time interval. ofO.S seconds later, another photograph
will be .taken
.
showing the same vehicle in position X2. Depending upon the speed of the vehicle, the
position ofX2 wili ~ary. The speed can then be verified using fo~ula (I) and dividing the
fixed delay time (e.g., 0.5 seconds) into the distance the vehicle travelled duriqg that time
(XI to X2).
The distance travelled can be seen in the two photographs but is, however, only an
approximation unless markers are painted on the road surface. The time between the two
photographs can be calculated to Ill 000 of a second by subtracting the time in the first
photograph from time in the second photograph.
With this verification method, only rear vehicle photography can be used as position X2
varies. The violating vehicle, together with the detector cables and all other relevant
information, is photographed from behind at position XI . The photograph at position X2
is used only for speed validation purposes.
XI
I

-

variable distance (use formula (3) for calculations)
fixed time interval

Photo position I

-

X2
I

Photo position 2
v = d (approximation) I time

Method B. Two Photographs Taken a Fixed Distance Apart.

The violating vehicle's speed is measured at position Yl, and a photograph is taken. A line
is painted onto the road surface a fixed distance away from the last detector cable/profile,
in travel direction, together with the 10 percent distance tolerance limits (e.g., 20, 18, and
22 meters). Using formula (2) and the speed result at position Yl, a delay time can be
calculated at which the camera will have to be triggered to ensure the vehicle's front wheels
to be on the painted 20-meter line. The time difference to 1/1000 of a second can be
accurately obtained by subtracting the times on the first and second photographs from one
another. The speed can, in this example, be verified accurately using formula (1). Even a
lay person can do first-order verification by analyzing the second photograph and ensuring
that the front wheel position is between the tolerance markers painted on the road surface.
The advantage of this method of speed verification is that the second photograph position
is fixed. The camera lens can be focused on that position and frontal vehicle photography
is possible. This allows for driver "identification. The first photograph will show the
violating vehicle, the detector cables, and all other relevant information pertaining to the
offense. The second photograph will show the driver and is also used for speed verification
Truvelo DistributorAVIAR inc P.O. Box 162184 · Austin, TX 78716
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showing the accurate position and time. Rear vehicle photography can also be used in the
same manner described in (A) above.
Yl Fixed distance
- Y2
I
Variable time interval (use formula (2) for calculations)
I
Photo position I
Photo position I
v = d (known) I time (measurable)
Metlwd C One photograph a Fixed 1imefrom Last Detec/Qr Cable in Vehicle Travel DirectioiL

Similar to (A) above but only one photograph is taken a known time after the vehicle has
crossed the last detector cable in travel direction (Stop 2). This particular method of
secondary speed verification was used mainly with the older TRUVELO M4~ speed
calculating instruments. The calculation time of this model was fixed and only started once
all time measurements were complete. Total time from vehicle crossing sensor 'Stop 2' to
issuing of camera trigger command was l.Sms. On the 'Robot 36CE' camera recorders, the
time from receiving the camera trigger command to the actual shutter opening is a fixed
32ms. This is mainly due to mechanical delays Md lever travel times. This gives a total
delay time of 47 milli seconds (4711000 second) from when the vehicle crosses the last
detector cable (Stop 2) to when the photograph is taken.
As the wheel base (distance from front to rear wheels) of the violating vehicle is visible and
has a known distance and can be measured on the photograph, a scale factor can be obtained

for a particular picture. A cenain number of millimeters on the photograph correspond to
an actual distance. By measuring the distance the front wheels of the vehicle are away from
the last detector cable (Stop 2) on the picture and multiplying this with the scale factor, the
actual distance can be obtained.· Alternatively, distance markers can be painted onto the road
surface. To validate the precise system delay time. several photographs before and after the
one of interest have to be analyzed. From this an average actual camera trigger time delay
is obtained. Using formula (I) above, speed can now be calculated.
This method is rather cumbersome and usually gives better results on frontal vehicle
photography and on pictures with a good quality and clarity.
Stop 2 - variable distance (use formula (3) for calculations) - Photo
I
I
fixed time (47ms)
Vehicle front wheels
Vehicle front wheel position
v = d (approximation) I time (known)

Truvelo DistributorAVIAR inc P.O. Box 162184

Austin, TX 78716

Tel: (512) 295-5285 Fax: (512) 295-2603

Method D. One Photograph a r1Xetl Distance Away from Last Detector Cable in Travd
Direction.

This panicular speed ve~fication method is a simplified version of (B) above. The
TRUVELO M4'-_MPC speed calculating instrument can.detect and time axles of vehicles
accwately. It times a violating vehicle's front wheels crossing the last detector cable (Stop 2)
to when the camera shutter opens. The newer 'Robot 36-DCE' camera recorder has a faster
mechanism, and a fixed distance of I.8 meters was selected to allow the front wheels of a
vehicle to move from the Stop 2 detector cable to the photograph position. This distance,
together with the I0 percent distance tolerance, is painted on the road surface (e.g., 1.8m,
1.62m, and 1.98m). Using formula (2) above, the instrument calculates a delay time before
giving the camera trigger command to ensure the front wheels of the violating vehicle are
positioned on this 1.8m line in the photograph. As everything is fixed or measurable,
accurate speed verification can be obtained. A lay person can easily verify the speed on the
photograph by visually confirming that the violating vehicle's front wheels are between the
distance tolerance markings on the road or by performing the calculation as per formula (I).
Again, the lens focus distance is constant for vehicle frontal photography enabling driver
identification. In addition, it SAVES SO percent of photographic material costs
compared to method (B).

-

-

Photo
fixed distance (1.8m)
I
I
variable time (use formula (2) for calculations)
Vehicle front wheel position
Vehicle front wheels
Stop 2

v = d (fixed) I time (measurable)

The above-mentioned methods illustrate all possible secondary speed verification methods.
TRUVELO recommends method (B) or (D) above. The minimum information required on the
photograph is the road surface, the violating vehicle, and the last detector cable. For obvious
reasons, the more detailed the picture information is the better and easier calculations can be
undenaken.
RHG/secdspd.wpd/07n/95

Truvelo DistributorAVTARinr

P.O . Rnx 162184

Austin. TX78716

Tel: 1512) 295-5285 Fax: 1512) 295-2603

N.E.

Unlc.~~ othetWise specified pleose comact the ChiefTraflic Officer or Chid' of Police. Traffic
Deparuncnt.• Camera Section, at ..ach of the Town C(lllUcils/MunicipaliticsiP<~Iice l.lcpnrtments.
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Akasla.Town Council

P 0 Box 58393, Karan Park. 0118
Tet 012 S.2 4932. Fax: 012 542 2948

I

1994

AlbertDn Town Council

P 0 Box 4, ~on. 1450.
Tel: 011 861 2214. Fax: 011 861 2(52

3

1993

BedfordView Town

'
P 0 Box 3, Bedlordview. 2008
Tel: 011 455 1610. Fax: 011 455 2624

2

1987

Benoni Town Council

P 0 Box 1845, Benoni, 1500
Tel: 011 8451650. Fax: 011 845 2153

2

1988

Bloemfontein Ci\y
CouncU

P 0 Box 3704, Bloemfontein, 9300
Te~ 051 405 827213. Fax: 051 405 8532

5

1991

Bol<sburgTown

2

1992

Council

P 0 Box 215, Boksburg, 1450
Tet 011 899 41011410314134/4499. Fax:

Botswana Police

Mr Karate, Private Bag 0012. Gabarone. Botswana

2

1992

Council

Tel: 09'267 351161. Fax: 09267 373723
Brakpan Town Council

P 0 Box 15, Brakpan; 1540
Tel: 011 741 2174/6. Fax: 011 741 2375

1

1994

Capo Town Cljy
Council

P 0 Box 7064, Roggebaai. Cape. 8012
TeJ: 021 419 2200. Fax: 021 216607

2 cameras 5
permanent

1980

Cape Provincial
Admln!W.tion

P 0 Box 2603, Cape Town, 8000
Tel: 021 4109111 . Fax: 021 410 2261

1

1995

Car1etonvl!!e City
Council

P 0 Box 3. Carletonvllle. 2500
Tel: 011 7213114. Fax: 011 72276

I

1992

Durban City Police

P. o Box 664, Durb1111. 4000
Tel: 0.31 309 5320. Fax: 031 309 3530

13 cameras

1990

Edanvale Town
Council

P 0 Box 25, Edenvale, 1610
Tel: 011 609 8700. Fax:

1

1994

George Munieipal~y

P 0 Box 19. George, 6530
Tel: 0441 878 2400. Fer. 0441 73 3062

2

1992

Germiston Town
Council

P 0 Box 1400, Germislon, 1400
Tel: 011 827. 5740. Fax: 01 1 824 2262

3

1990

Gingindhlovu Town
Board

Private Bag 1010, Gingindhlovu, 3800
Tel: 0353 30 1217. Fax: 0353 30 1210

1

1984

Johonn~sburg. City

P 0 Box 77781 Johennesburg. 2000
Tel: 011 490 1614 or 490 1500. Fax: 011 838 6813

17 cameras
9 sites

1984

P 0 Box 13, Kempton Pall<, 1620
Tai:011970•28 4. Fax: 0119212138

3

1994

PrivatA Sao X5030. Klmbetlev. SJ01

2

1989

Council
Kempton Past< Town
Council

sites

43 siles

P 0 Box 99, Klerksdorp. 2570

KlOri<SdOIP Town
Council

1

1993

1

1992

1

1994

Tet 018 462 1150. Fax: 019 462 6756

P 0 Box 35, Verunlging, 1930

Mayerton Town
Council

Tet 016 50 3211. Fax: 016 455 1418

Middeiburg Town
Council

P 0 Box 14. Middelburg, 1050
Tel: 0132 26079. Fax: 0132 26469

Mldrand Town Council

Private Bag X21. Halfway House. 1685
Tel: 011 314 2121. Fax; 011 314 2143

2

19&3

Modderlontein Town
Council

Private Bag X1, Modderfontein. 1845
Tel: 011 608 2054. Fax: 011 SOB 2061

1

1988

Moumblque Traffle
PollGe Department

National Corrvnander. MinlslfY of Home Allan. Traffic
Police O.partment Tet 42 06 901 42 58 22

20

1993

Nelsprult Town Council

' •
•.•
P 0 Box 1708, Nolapruit. 1200
Tel: 01311 59 9111. Fax: 01311 55 33'54

1

1988

Kwazulu· Natal
Provincial
Admlnlotrsllon

Private Bag 9065, Pietennaritzburg, 3200
Tel: 0331 94 020213. Fax: 0331 42 7i11

1

1995

Provincial

P 0 Box 517. Bloemfontein. 9300
Tel: 051 435 7800. Fax: 051 430 39S8

1

1989

Orl<ney Munldparl!y

Private Bag X8, Orl<ney. 2620
Tet 018 3 1451. Fex:

1

1990

Parow MunicipaUty

P 0 Box 11, Parow. 7600
Tei:02t938B11 1. Fax:021938811 8

j

1983

Pietermaritzburg City
Council

P 0 Box 10416. PletermariiZburg, 3200
Tel: 0331 6233314. Fax: 0331 951506

1

1993

Pietorsburg Town
Council

P 0 Box 111, Piotersburg, 0700
Tel: 0152 2931114. Fa<: 0152 293 0500

,

1996

Pinetown Munlcipafity

P 0 Box 49, Pinetown. 3600
Tel: 031 719 291112172. FaJC 031 723178

2

1995

Port Elizabeth City
Council

P 0 Box 3188, Port Elizabeth, 6056
Tel: 041 343182. Fax: 041 332356

3

1988

Potcllefstroom City
Council

Private Bag X1257, Potchefstroom. 2520
Tel: 0148 2995322. Fax: 0148 2948203

2

1989

Pretoria City council

P 0 Box 48, PN>toria. 0001
Tel: 012 313 034113138213. Fax: 012 313 0368/9

21 cameras

1983

Queensburgh Borough
Council

P 0 Box 39016. Queensburgh. 4070
Tet 031 441233. Fax:

1

11!94

auee,.stown

Private Bag X7111. Queenstown, 5320
Tel:

1

1991

,

1989

Administration of !he
Orange Free State

Moniclpal~y

.

.

I

20 sites

Phuthadlijhaba (Owa
Qwa) Municipality

Private Bag X05, Phuthaditjhaba. 9866
Tel:

Randburg Town
Council

Private Bag 1. Randburg, 2125
Tel: 0117890911 . Fax: 011789 0338

4

1986

Richards Bay
Municlpalily

Private Bag X1004, Richards Bay, 3900
Tet035131111 . Fax: 03513t897

1

1988

2

·-

-~

......... .......

• .. vc:uo oo!:f .... .,u, rtooaepoort, 1

n.s

Council

Tel: 011 766 2166. Fax: 011 763 6282

Rustenburg Town

P 0 :lox 550. Rustenburg, 0300
Tel: 0142 943210. Fax: 0142 943227

Council

,'

1990

2

1989

3

1987

Sandton Town Council

P 0 Box 78002, Sandton, 2146
Tot: 011 881 6631. Fax: 011 881 6207

Splings Town Council

P 0 Box 45. Springs. 1560
Tel: 0113602000. Fax: 011 360 2201

2

1996

Gauteng (Transvaal)
ProvinCial
Administration

Public Trnnsport & Roads. Control Ptovincial tnspectot,
Private bag X722, Pretoria , 0001
Tel: 012 330 0350

4

1991

Tuncor Services

P 0 Box 263, Paa~. 7620
Tel: 02211624400. Fax: 02211 624407

1

1992

U~enhaga Towt.

1

1995

Council

P 0 Box 45. Uilenhage. 6230
Tel: 041 922 9900. Fax: 041 922 0002

Vereeniging Town
CounciJ

P 0 Box 35. Vereeniging, 1930
Tel: 016 503235. Fax: 016 503234

1

1988

Centurion(Verwoerdbu
rg) Town Council

P 0 Box 14013. Centurion. 0140
Tel: 012 671 7273. Fax:

'<

1983

Welkom Cily COuncil

P 0 Box 708, Welkom, 9460
Tel: 057 352 7251. Fax: 057 352 7252

1

1988

Windhoek Town
Council

Private Bag 12009, Windhoek. 9000. Namibia
Tel: 061 290 2264. Fa~:

3 cameras
3 sites

1988

7

1989

P 0 Box 8007, Causeway, Zimbabwe
Tel: 2634 7001 711725559. Fax: 2634 728768

2

1989

GERMANY
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City of Bonn

Oar Oberkreisdirektor, Tiefbauam1, Bertiner Platz 2. 5311
Bonn. Tel: 0228 774173

3 camera systems
23 permanent speed sites

County of Borken

Oer Oberl<reisdireklor, Slrallenverkehrsamt. Burloer Strnlle
9~. 46325 Borken. Tel: 02862 622040

2 camera systems for
permanent & portable use.

City of Dortmund

Der Obersladlkirektor, Strnllenvel1<ehrsaml. Ostwall60.
44135 Dortmund. Tel: 0231 5025829

1 camera system .
6 permanent speed sites

County of Heinsberg

Der Oberl<telsdlrektor, Strallenverl<ehrsamt, Valkenburger
Stralle45, 52525 Helnsberg. Tel: 02552 13308

1 camera system
9 pennane:1t speed sites

County of Kleve

DerOberkreisdireklor, Fleischauer Stralle 10. 57533 Kleve.
Tel: 02821 85370

2 camera systems
17 permanent speed sites

Oer Obarstadtdirektor, Amt fOr Offentliche Ordnung,
VerkohrsOberwachung, Lindenstrallo 14, 50674 Kl:>ln, Tel:
0221 2217774

5 camera systems
26 permanent speed sites
9 red light sites

Oder Oberkreisdirektor, StraBenverkehrsaml. Dus&eldorler
Stral>e 26. 40822 Mettmann. Tel: 02104 991741

3 camera !ystems, 28
permanent s'ites. 1 speed &

.

..,

Zimbabwe Military
Police
Zimbabwe Republic
Police

Cily of Cologne

County of Mettmann

.

I

red light combination, 3
permanent r&d light sites.

County of Siegburg

..

Oer Oberkreisdireklor. Sltallenverl<ehtsamt, Kaiser·
V\lithelm·Pialz 1. 53721 s:e·g turg. Tel: 02241132002

.

3 camera systems
28 pennanent speed sites

'

.'

. . ...

County of Bergisch·
Glaobach

Der Oberkreisdirektor, Stra6enveckehrsamt, Am
Rub~zahlwald 7, 51~69 Bergisch Gladbach. Tel: 02202

. . ............ ..... _..,..,,,.·..
. . . -·2·--camera
·· ····-··-systems
"'· -- ..
~

--~

..

18 pennanent speed sites

132255
County of Steinfurt

2 camera systems

Oer Dbarkreisdirektor, StraBenverl<ehsamt. Tecklenburgar
StreBe 10, 48565 Steinfurl Tel: 02551 692028

13 permanent speed sites

County of Weset

Der Oberkreisdlrektor, Strallenverkehsamt. Reeser
Landstralle 31 , 46483 Wesel. Tal: 0281 2072165

1 camera system
14 permanent spe-ed sites

City or BruchkObel

Der Magistral, Ordnungsamt. Hauptstralla 32. 63486
BurchkObel. Tel: 06181 701219

1 camera system
4 pem1anent sites, plus

portaO)e use.

Commune of Erlensee

Oer Gemeindevorstand. Ordnungsamt. Rathau.splatz.

1 camera system. pcrtable

63526 Erlensea. Tel: 06183 8141
City or Fulda

Oar Magistral. Rechts· und Ordnungs_amt. Unterm Heilig
Kreuz 1, 36037 Fulda. Tel: 06611023~4

3 camera systems
10 permanent sites iS.
portable use.

City of Gross-Gerau

Oer Magistral, Ordnungsamt, Am Marl<tplalz 1, 64521
GroB-Gerau. Tel: 06152 716220'

1 camera system, por1able

City of Bad Homburg

Der Magistrat, Ordnungsamt. MarlenbaderPiat: 1, 61348
Bad Hornburg von der HOhe. Tel: OG172 100293

1 earners system. portable

City of Hanau

Der Magistral, Ordnungsamt, Kramerstralle 22, 63450
Hanau. Tel: 06181 295451

1 camera system, portable

City of Kassel

Det Magistral, Vert<ehrsOberwachung, Kurt-SchumacherStrat:le 29, 34117 Kasse!. Tel: 0561 7873061

2 camera systems, portable

Der Magistral, Ordnungsam~ KalherinenstraBe 12. 61476
Kronberg im Tau nus. Tel: 06173 703250

2 camera systems, portable
& 1 pennaneni speed site

Der Magistral. Ordnungsamt, All Bischofsheim 28, 63477
Maintal Tel: 06181 400262

1 camera system, portable
& 3 pemnanent speed sites

City of MotfeldenWalldorf

Dar Magistral, Ordnungsamt, Ftughafenstra~e 37, 645~6
MOrfelden·Walldorf. Tel: 06105 72252

1 camera system, portable

City of Oberursel

Der Magistral. Ordnungsamt. Rathausplalz I , 61440
Oberursel. Tel: 06171 502277

1 camera system, portable

City of Rodermarl<

Der Magistral, Ordnungsarnt, Oieburger Straile 13-17.
63322 ROdermark. Tal: 06074 911248

.

.

City of Kronberg
~-

City of Maintal

.

.

.

1 camera sy&tem

14 permanent speed sites

City of Sellgenstadt

Der Magistral, Ordnungsamt, Marl<tplatz 1, 63500
Selingenstadt Tel: 06182 87132

1 camera system, portable

City of Boblingen

Ordnungsamt, Marktplalz 16, 71032 Beblingen
TeJ: 07031 669581

1 camera system
3 permanent speed srtes.

City of Esslingen

Landratsamt PuiVerwiesen 11 , 73728 Esslingen am
N~ar. Tel: 0711 39022721

3 camera systerr.s
39 porn1aner.t speed sitos

City of Heilbronn

. Ordnungsaml Weststrar>e 51/1, 74072 Heilbronn. Tel:
07131 562096

3 camera systems
1S perrnanent speed sites

City of Hockenheim

Ordnungsamt, Obere Haplstra~e 11. 687€6 Hockenheim.
Tel: 08205 21228

1 camera system
1 permanent speed sit&

City of Leinfelden·
Echterdingen

Ordnungsaml, Marktplatz 1, 70771 Lein!eldenEchlerdingen. Tel: 071179SS211

1 camera system, portable

City or Ostfildem

Ordnungsamt, WilhelmstraBe, 73760 Ostfildern. Tel: 07 11
3404250

1 camera system

eperruaiien: speed sUes

I

• 4

.
Ordnungsam~ Marktplatz 2.

City of Radottz;ell

City of Ravensburg
City of Reuttingen

78315 Radolf<ell. Tel: 07732

81260

4 pennaoent speed 'sites

Landratsomt Friedenstrane G. 88212 Ravensburg. Tel:

1 camera system

0751 85311

1 permanent speed site

Ordnungsamt. Marktplatz 22. 72764 Reullingen. Tel:

1 caraer3 system
9 permane.nt speed sites

07121 3032893
City of Cottbus

1 camera $ys:ern

StraBenverkehrs • und Zulassungsamt. Madlower

3 can,&ra systems

HauptsraBe 13.03050 Collbus. Tel: 0355 6120

23 pe~maoent speed sites
(2 sites speed & red tight)

-

City of Dresden

2 camera systems
10 permanent speed sites

City of Rathenow

Kreisverwallung. Ordnungsamt. Wilhalm·Pie<:k·StraBe 47.
14712 R•thenow. T&t: 03385 5510 : ·

1 camera system
S perman&nt speed sites

Highway Police •
Heiligenroth

Polieiautobahnstation Montabaur. Am Rasthaus; 56412
Heitigenroth. Tel: 02602 3050

2 camera systems

Police Headquarters

Polizeiprasidium Kaiserslautern, Verkehrsinspektion.
Sarbarossastralle 60. 67655 Kaiserslautem. Tel: 0631

2 permanent speed sites
5 semi-permanent sites &
ponabte application

1 camera system. portable

81255
Highway Police •
Ludwigshafen

Autobahnpolizei, Ludwigshafen-Ruchheim, Maxdorler
Straf!e 85, 67071 Ludwigshafen. Tel: 08237 7062

2 ean1era systems, portable

Highway Police •
Schweich

Autobahnpolizei Schweich, Am Leinenhol. 54338
Schweich. Tel: 06502 307172

2 calllera systems, portabie

Highway Police • .
Wittlich

Autobahnpolizei Wittlich. Ander BSO. 54516 Wittlich. Tel:

06571 8087

2 camera systems. portable
& 1 permanent site

50 SYSTEMS

DTHERUSERS
Sedforctshire Pollee
Englana

1992

6 permanent re:l ligh! sites
3 permanent speed sites
1 speed & red light site

London Metropolitan
Police. England

1995

1 permanent speed site

Royal Hong Kong
Police

.1989

5: camera systems

3 speed & red light systems

1989

Taipei. Taiwan

9

cid light systems

Abu Dhabi

1990

2 eombl systems

Dubai

1986

16 combi systems

.

1995

2 combl speed & red light
sys:ems

Bartow, Florida. USA

1995

23 May 1996

TRUVELO MANUFACTURERS (PTYJ LTD
P 0 BOX 14183, CENTURION, 0140. SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 (0) 11 314 1405-8. Fax: +27 (OJ 11 3141409

Korea

Police Chief Tony Sparks. Tel: (941) 534 5304
Police Chief George Ferris. Tel: (9~1) 285 8191
or Sgl David Brooks. Tel: (941) 534 5304.

2 permanent ted light
systems

5

..

Appendix C

Contacts

•

..

•

Contacts

•

Former chief of Polk County Cornmunilly Traffic
light
Safety Team and project lead for the
camera pilot project in Polk County in Florida

-1m)4:;rn41E-lr--::~Pu~b~li~c]s~ervice officer with the charJonc DoT,
•

Charlotte, NC
Source for information on proposed red light

h;;an;;:Kr,;;;:---hl9-:SSS:Sm8t---.;;-{Co~ntacts at U.S. Public Technologies Inc.,
Zev Fog•~l,
James Maguire,
Lauri S. Keller

•

Provided information brochures and ca!3logues
on various technologies

•

iiZiibeiiiS:be <rtz-i-- - - -i - - -.;-WWith the Central Florida Regional Planning
Council, Bartow, Fl
• In charge of compiling the final report for Polk

•
•

Miami
Beach, Fl
Provided information on the proposed red light

Internet Sites with Red Light Photo Enforcemen t Information
U.S. Public Technologies Inc.,
American Traffic Systems Inc.,
Driver Safety Systems
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
Tempe Traffic Safety
Mesa Traffic Safety
Winnipeg Police Force
Victoria Traffic Camera Office, Australia
Online Sunshine, the official guide to the state of
Florida Legislature

www.uspti.com
www.trafllc.com
www.dss.co.il
www.hjghwavsafetv.org
www.tempe.trafficsafecy.com
www.mesa.trafficsafetv.com
www.wjnnioee.freenet.mb,ca
www.bome.yjcnet.net.au
www.leg.state.fl.us

authors are gnteful for the infonnaliOll provided by Mr. Rettio& aod the Insurance for Institute for
Hi&Jlway Safecy.
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